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Country Club

Tennis Anyone? Matt Rose walks back
room in Ward Hall after a long team

to his

practice at the
plex.

new

Martin Tennis

Com-

Photo by W. Carney
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Making the Effort
"People are

a

just

bit

little

considerate to others, a

little bit

more
more

this

year towards a better social envi-

ronment

for students,

but

we need

and a new Phi Delt pledge, couldn't
go in to an X-Club party. It would start

more cooperation and interest from
the faculty and administration to
make this a more pleasant place to go
to school," said Cameron Forbes.
"When it comes to faculty and stu-

out as a whisper, a quiet chant

dents, you get judged on their precon-

conscious of others, and a

more

willing to

lems

exist.

little

bit

admit that these prob-

When

I

was a freshman
I

until

finally

everyone was screaming, "No

ceived ideas and notions.

Delts!

No

a

until

we

Delts!" over and over again

left.

Now

that stuff doesn't

happen," said Keith Finney. With the

Summit came a new wave
ness about the social quirks
life

that before

were

of
in

open-

student

evident, but not

to

little

better, but

counted for a 44 percent

care.

was

quite out of place

ically beautiful
institution.
in

student

in

life

don't have to deal with

tion

here so they

do
They want to make a contribuand it's beginning to show."
it,

but they

and academically stern

Although drastic changes
life

and attitude were not

apparent, the general feeling
the tide

a phys-

way

Tori Bonnelli said, "People didn't
want to admit that they were excited
by the Summit. They can be very
proud; they tell themselves they don't

care about the social

that

long

go from here."

acknowledged, much more than in private confidence. The problems acattrition rate

getting

It's

we have a

was changing
has made

"Rollins

was that

for the better.

great strides

PssssT! Student Government
representatives

Woody Nash

and Gene Ramsey

quietly con-

fer during

an S. G. A. meeting
after the freshman elections at
the beginning of the year.

Photo by W. Carney
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Opening

Gator bait Tim Barney lifts the
sail of a sailboard and heads
toward the bank of Lake Virginia. Sunfish and sailboards were
available for student use pro-

Horsing around Marlynn Cone

vided that the student proved
that they

Photo by

were able
J.

gets a piggy back ride to the

to swim.

bookstore from her boyfriend
Steve Mortimer. Photo by H.

Sloan

Hughes

money

Please send
Lynn

Coletti,

Bill

Kinney,

and Ann Smith read

over their mail

in

back of the Mills
Photo by H.

building after lunch.

Hughes

Effort-
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Playing for a grade Students
wait on the dock behind

on Lake Virginia

Ward

No class inside Dan Getschow

Hall

walks with his buddy Steve

waterskiing instructor's boat.

Ferruci behind

McKean

Hall to

Ferruci's class at the boath-

ouse. Photo by

J.

Sloan

for the

was offered as a
physical education class.
Photo by J. Sloan

Waterskiing

/

No waves today dude!
Mark Campbell throws a frisbee across Mills lawn to Tom
Fiersten. Students were often
out on the lawn throwing
Stern!

around a frisbee or a football.

Photo

J.

Sloan

J?

Three pairs of loafers Members of the Housing Review
Board, Christine Faas,

Tom

Curran, Steve Eckna, and Chris

Heckscher,

sit in

on an S. G. A.

meeting. Photo by W. Carney
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Opening

Where's the cafe? Mike Dicembre, Nina Turpin, Greg
Mann, and Kim Peterson look
over a program for the dedication of the new Cornell building.
Photo by W. Carney

Coming Together
"The school

is still in

a transitional

stage socially. There are keg parties

barriers

dent students fizzled away.

"There's a great deal more student

now, but people are getting involved

and doing other things to a greater
extent.

They are

finding out that the

non-alcohol functions are a
too, " said

Eva Davis.

It

lot of

wasn't

fun

diffi-

to see the increase in school
sponsored activities that did not recult

volve around beer, though

it

was

still

a large part of the scene. At the parties

and

activities there

was

a

new

and camraderie.
seems like it's a larger group

feeling of unity
"It

people mingling at the parties.

It

of

between Greek and indepen-

participation

in

functions than

in

pre-

vious years altogether," said Jackie

"To take it one step further,
Greeks and independents were at all
Colross.

of

these functions together mixing

comfortably and enjoying themselves." With more all campus activities and support for them coming from
all directions, the social scene as a
result of the Summit opened up and
variety

moved

in.

isn't

as cliquey as it used to be," said Julie
Sloan. "For example, you used to
never see Phi Delts and Clubbers
hanging out." At the

same

time the

.

Together

.
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Like

their counterparts up the road,

X-Club, Sig-Ep's are often seen

hanging around on the front

deck

Chase

of

cutting up.

Finding

Hall talking

Photo by

J.

and

Sloan

team play and fellowship important and

i

Getting Involved
"After the Summit people

more aware

of the

became from

importance of the

the students.

"I've

seen much more attendance

student activities offered on campus.

at the basketball

Being involved

said

is

a necessary learning

When came

games

this

Gus Ramsey. "Men's

year,"

intermur-

are to a

had excellent support, though the
women were just average." From the

certain extent, but things are starting

yearbook, to the Greek system, to

to swing the other

the sports programs, and especially

tool.

a

I

little

here, people

apathetic, and they

way.

still

were

Rollins

is

a

good school, with good people and a
good reputation, but they need to get
out there and interact more than just

when

they're intoxicated,

I

als

in

the

was

new groups

created, everyone

feelina the rush.

think they

are starting to realize this," said
Louis Ross. Most organizations before

were

ple doing

have

felt

trying to run with
all

a few peo-

the work. Lately, they

an increase

in

It's

participation

better

in

the

Cedric Gaskin,

meeting

in

Bahamas

Chi Psi representatives, Cesar Crespo and

business of the day at an
Room. Photo by W. Carney

listen skeptically to the

the Mills Galloway

.

S. G. A.

Activities

.
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Gowpus
Lite
With Rollins ranked as a top-ten college by Time, Newsweek, and other

academics has become more important to both students and
not
administrators. But college is college, and social life is just as,
sometimes more, important than studying. Rollins students enjoy the unique
privilege of year-round balmy temperatures and proximity to beaches and
lakes. Although the theme of the 1989 Tomakan is Transformations, one
thing will always remain the same here: Fiat Lux sometimes still means,
"Blow it off!"
publications,

if

No fake bake, this is Florida Lissa Pyfrom, Kim
Amber Werny, and Noelle Neilson spend

Peterson,

a

weekday afternoon

pool laying out

in

in

the grandstand beside the

the sun. Photo by H.

Hughes

7/lQKS{jOMQt(OKS
Campus

Life Divider

9

If studying were dropped from a student's list of things to
do, there probably woudn't be too many complaints. However, as that wasn't likely to be a part of the changes due to
the Summit, students found a few ways to make the situation a little more pleasant. Pool side, lake side, dorm rooms,
or the library were spots of choice. The fourth floor of the Olin
Library, having the usual tables and carrels, featured a multi-

room and a fifth story tower room. "The fourth
a place where can go and really concentrate on my
work," said Brian White. Large pillows on wide carpeted
steps let students cat-nap while the windows in the tower
offered a 360 degree bird's- eye view of campus.
"When go to the library, go to the second floor or the
basement," said Laurel Zepp. "It's just far enough away
from the noise of the main floor. Generally, do most of my
studying in my room because have a single." Everyone
found their own place to study.
level pillow

floor

is

I

I

I

I

I

Study session M Kevin Luck takes advantage of a bench at the new Cornell
Social Science building to do a little homework. Photo by H. Hughes
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Last minute rush Gretchen Miller
does some quick reviewing between classes at a table on the pa-

behind the old Student Center.
Photo by H. Hughes
tio

campus hours

Lisa Feola and
Scodnik study on the steps of
the off-campus student's lounge in
back of the Mills building. Photo by

Off

Stella

H.

Hughes

what? Doug Lubin, in the classic
manner, works on his books
while he works on his tan at the Alfond pool. Photo by S. Sloan
Olln

Rollins

—

Time out

In the all too comfortable
pillowroom on the fourth floor of the

Olin Library,

Dave Carpenter takes

a break from

his

environmental
H. Hughes

studies reading. Photo by

Study Habits
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Me and Bobby McGee Good

Kar-

ma, a band composed of Rollins students, was one of the featured
groups at the

Day

isn't it cool in pink Preferring to drink
from her own cup, preventing too
many trips to the Carlsberg truck,

Sloan raises her glass and supports Students Against Multiple
Julie

Sclerosis.

St.

Photo by W. Carney

Patrick's

Day Tim Broderson, Daand John Amos take

vid Rotenberg,

advantage

of the fifty-cent Carls-

berg beers at the party sponsored
by S. A. M. S. Photo by W. Carney

T
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S.

A. M.

benefit. Photo

S. St.

Patrick's

by W. Carney

'I

Posters around

campus announced

half-priced hair cuts,

nickel beers, or guest

speakers regularly, but the signs that
received the best response were for all campus parties. The
Interfraternity Council sponsored an Octoberfest, Students
Against Multiple Sclerosis sponsored a 46 keg St. Patrick's

Day bash, and other various open parties were held. "Octoberfest was a great time because there was good food,
good music, a lot of beer, and a lot of people," said Andy
Holman. "I liked the fact that it was away from campus at
the baseball

field.

A really good turn out continued all after-

noon and into the night. Unfortunately, the beer ran out, but
they went and got more."
Cedric Gaskin said of a normal weekend, "You can't fig-

who isn't. Some parties are closed
campus parties need to be more
constant, not just a sporadic thing. Every weekend needs at
the Greeks have to get
least one all campus party even
ure out who's partying or

and

it's

just stupid.

The

all

if

together to do

it!"

Cookie break At the Fun in the Sun
party out on the Sandspur field, Cliff
Reeves takes time out from his frisbee to have a snack. Photo by W.
Carney

Fun

in

the

Sun

13

Just

a moment On top of the grand

stand by the Alfond pool, Lisa Huffman watches the windsurfers in the
distance on Lake Virginia. Photo by

"It's

where

all

the

intelli-

gent people go," said Kevin
Kapusta. The one place on

campus

drew students
from all directions was the
pool. On a good day, Florthat

ida's hot sun,

warm

Preezes,

and cool waters were

irresis-

table.

a place to go to
catch the rays and escape
"It's

the everyday routine of
classes," said Chris Brooke.

a wild, crazy night, the
pool was the perfect place
to drag a tired body to and
After

14

before jumping

in.

Photo by

H.Hughes

Hughes

H.

Jill Wood and Kim Steinberg chat on the side of the pool

Daily laps

Campus

Life

crash.

The dedicated were

out there kicking laps while
other students caught up on
the gossip of the night before or studied.

The die-hard sun junkies
spent most weekends and
any other free hours basking
in the rays working on that
perfect bronze. "The pool is
the only place to really relax

on campus. When I'm there,
I'm glad that went to school
I

in

Florida," said

man.
Though

it

Donna

was

Brink-

possible to

lay out almost

all

some students

year long,
rarely set

foot on the pool deck,
choosing to take their sun
elsewhere. "I really never
only went a couple
go.
I

times over Spring Break and
even then it was to swim,"
said Gina

Paduano. Whether

entertaining visiting friends
from the North or just looking

something to do and
someone to chat with, on a
good day there was alays a
crowd at the pool.
for

Killing Time David Cookson leans over the rail to talk to friends on the top of
the grandstand at the pool. Photo Py H. Hughes

Pool

15
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Wfeat-the^wore
A barefoot junior from Connecticut wearing a ratty white
oxford with sleeves pushed up to her elbows and men's
bermudas that hang on her hips, stopping just above her
knees stood talking with a freshman dressed to the nines in a
navy blue sports jacket, loafers and argyle socks that match
his freshly pressed shirt. Strange to a newcomer, but odd
combinations like these were seen day in and day out. Although, someone dressed like a "granola" one day might
have turned up the next day like a Ralph Lauren poster child.

with shops like Gap, Ann Taylor, the Limited Express, Ralph
Lauren and the multitude of small specialty shops all along
Park Avenue within five minutes from campus it was easy to
guess what sort of cuts and colors would walk into the classrooms.
T-shirts reigned King. Whether beer logos, or vacation
spots, Greek letters or tie-dyed, white or multi-colored, tshirts were the threads of choice seen on even the most

persnickety of dressers at times.

Do you have a license for that
thing? Robert Hartley stops to talk
for

a moment

while

on

his

way to

his

next class across campus. Photo by
A. Abril.

Fashion
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Inside the cause A key particular of the Student Life Summit was
creased faculty involvement with the students. Photo by A. Abril.

Under the big top Micheie ArGregg Mann, Phil Zeiss
and Brad Neifus crowd
around in front of the stage
tiles,

for lack of seating

due

to the

generous turn out. Photo by
A. Abril.
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Don't worry,

break

in-

be happy With a
and a

for lunch, sun

minute's rest. President Sey-

mour relaxes on the lawn with
a few colleagues. Photo by
A. Abril.

H

Where's the party? A few Phi Delts
take their batches of balloons to
the tent on Mills lawn to release
them at the closing of the Summit,
Photo by A. Abril.

Student Al He *Sukd rei
Food, fun, faculty,

area,

playing

living

space,

problems were more
cant than others to

signifi-

this

or

breathing room, study time,
snots, geeks, jocks, throw it

that group, each obstacle
to a healthy social environ-

a mold spelling Rollins.
September day
almost one hundred faculty
members and seven to eight
hundred students gathered

ment was handled with sincerity and dedication, not

all

into

One

bright

on the lawn in front of the
Mills Memorial Center under
a giant tent to openly debate student life issues creating

ill

uting to

feeling

and

a

percent
While some

forty-four

attrition rate.

contrib-

kid gloves. Those who attended wanted to see

things

changed

for

the bet-

ter.

Before breaking down into
ten small groups for the day,
participants listened to
opening remarks from Presi-

dent Thaddeus Seymour,

Dean Steve

Neilson,

Dean

David Erdman, Judy Provost
Dr. Hoyt Edge. Assembled in rooms all over campus, the groups discussed
aspects from alcohol abuse,

and

to dormitory conditions, to
the dating scene. At lunch

time everyone met back at
the tent to listen to guest
speaker Dr. David Warren of

Ohio Wesleyan University,
who, five years earlier, had
similar problems and experiences at O.W.U.
The group's conclusions
and ideas were reviewed by

Theta Theta Kappa Later on in the
day, Tawn and Britt Larson and Deb
Ralton sit through the student presentations under the tent on Mills
lawn. Photo by A. Abril.

i

t

a committee comprised of
student, faculty, and staff

members from the Campus
Life Committee and the Student Life Summit Steering
Committee. A list of recommendations and suggestions
was drawn up specifically
addressing the positions of

concern taken by Summit
attendants. A commission
on alcohol was recom-

mended

to deal with sub-

stance abuse and treatment pro
(continued on page 20)

Summit
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.

.

.

blems.

New

residence

halls were requested, hoping for small ones with more
single rooms and courtesy

desks. Refurbishing the halls

presently in use was also
mentioned. They wanted to
give the Student Govern-

ment Association more independence and power. Faculty/student interaction

in-

forming new and
revitalizing the already existing student organizations

volved

in

was recommended along
with the creation of a posi-

Rose Skillman Hall. Until then
a board to monitor the efficient use of the Student
Center and Mills Center was
thought necessary. They

wanted to revamp the Student Publications Union's
policies and procedures, as
well as the programming of
campus radio station, WPRK.
More all-campus events
were requested. Encouraging fraternal and independent organizations to meet
their goals, and promoting

quested, possibly joining together the Mills Center and

Greek/Independent interaction was felt necessary.
They asked for a Student
Leadership Program, a review of the bookstore, a review of the Alfond Pool, a re-

Cool

That there

tion for

a Director

of Student

and Activities.
A College Center was reOrganizations

is the rule Dan Salick and Phil
DeAmazola share a mutual joke

while watching a couple other students horse around at the Summit.
Photo by A. Abril.

ly

is

mustard Affectionate-

referred to as Thad, President

Seymour
his tie

lightheartedly talks

about

with student representatives

Woody

Hicks

and Sam

Stark at

a

the back room of the
Beannery. Photo by A. Abril.
reception

20
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in

view of parking problems
that included student input,

an Academic Advising Program, a Consumer Board to
review suggestions and
complaints, computer centers in residence halls and a
student on the Board of
Trustees. The committee
suggested a review of telecommunications, that

furni-

ture, lighting, fumigation im-

cation with off-campus students, efforts to increase
school spirit, incentives for
participation in intramurals
and the erection of a large
central billboard or calendar. Other suggestions were
moving Difference and Dignity Week to early fall term,
a review of the Code of Students Rights and Responsibilities, the establishment of a

Campus

provements be made, establishing better procedures
for House Associations, bet-

suggestion and

ter screening for Resident

ing

Assistant selection, creating

sidering transportation

a Floor Council System, more
inter-hall competitions, a
faculty forum on student issues, increasing communi-

tions for freshmen, inviting

newspaper boxes and a
day care center, installchange machines, con-

staff

op-

students to departmental

me
(continued on

page

23)

Designer student

In

one

of the small

group meetings inside the Mills Galloway room. Bill Blass shares his ideas
on the social structure with other
faculty, staff and students. Photo by
A. Abril.

How do you

spell relief? Before

taking to the stage, Kristen Dellinger
lists

her group's ideas on improving

dorm

life

and

sports

and

cultural

pus.

through
events on cam-

activities

Photo by A.

Abril.

Summit
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Down under
Australia Grabbing

but not quite

a snack when

Beans is closed, Kim Maze Michelle
Throm and Joleen Furmen chat

and watch

T.V.

in

Down

Photo by

H.

Under.

Hughes.

your face! Freshman Noelle
screams from the sidelines
during a home basketball game as
In

Nielson

Andy Holman makes a

fast break.

Photo by

Choice view Graham Kimpton, Jen
Jensen, and Stephanie Harris survey
the
ty.

mob at the St. Patrick's Day parPhoto by

H.

Hughes.

ff'Jf
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R. Hartly.

dp^&ttojfche edge
.

.

.

etings

and opening

faculty colloguia to students

campus

and

colloguia. All of the recomchanging
were
aimed at changing stumendations and suggestions
dent life, hopefully forcing a change in student attitude.
Whether or not the Summit would be a success was entirely up to the students. They were asked to open up, to
express themselves without self-consciousness and to extend themselves to the Rollins community, risking whispers
and side-ways glances form the cool people more concerned with themselves and their images than the greater
good.
The Summit needed to be the pebble that snowballed
clearing the air, showing kids that they weren't alone in
staff or

it

to

having to cop an attitude to get by and then uniting
and action to change things. The first affirmative step taken that day was an agreement by those attending the Summit to put themselves on the line, doing
something uncool and uncharacteristic of the old Rollins,
and say a simple hello to each other. It was something small,
something trivial, bringing them closer to the edge of somedisliking

them

in spirit

thing great.

Double jeopardy Taking a break from play money and gambling tables,
Amber Werny takes a seat on Mike Hernandez and Dan Wolf. Photo by H.
Hughes.

Summit
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Social animal at work Taking ad-

Fountain of youth At most parties,
there is never a short supply of empty glasses, however, the Peer did
not always last through the night.
Photo Py H. Hughes.

of an empty keg, Chase
Fergeson has a seat on the house

vantage

while talking with Emily

Janec at a

party on the Student Center Patio.

Photo Py

H.

Hughes.

aking a
A

Friday night beer

meant

were developed
any instance where kegs
would be found. First, there
could only be four kegs for a
regulations

hand shoulder
deep into a huge trash can
full of ice water and fishing
around for a can before the
feeling left and while the fin-

for

gers still moved properly.
After November 1, kegs
were allowed back for Friday and Saturday night af-

ing the single tap.

sticking your

fairs,

meaning no more

water,

just

long

lines.

ice

While

there were always those
who found something to
complain about, the new
policy went over with almost
unanimous support from the
student body.
The new policy was not a
free license to drink as

assumed. Certain

24
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some
and

rules

and at least
two "tapmasters" monitorsingle event,

master

title

was

The tap-

only avail-

able to students at least 21
years old who went thorugh
a training session given by

;

came back

Kegs received a warm
welcome, being less expensive than canned or bottle
beer and making much less
of a mess to clean up afterwards. Empty or full, they
served as impromptu seats
at parties or bases for a frisbee keg at afternoon funcMost importantly they
served as concrete proof of

tions.

Campus

Safety officials.
Tapmasters were supposed
to keep an eye on the drink-

an administraiton willing to
work with students in the
spirit of the Student Life Sum-

ing party-goers, not touching a drop themselves, mak-

mit.

ing sure that those sufficiently intoxicated were not
given further service and
those without proper I.D.
were not served at all.

But

you don't look 27 Skeptically
an out of state driver's

looking over

tapmaster Grant Thayer,
not seeing a problem, reaches
down to pass out a couple of glasses of cold beer. Photo by A. Abril.
license,

Chi Psl in the sun Looking over his
notes one more time, Brad Cornelius
does some last minute cramming on
the front patio of the new Cornell
Social Sciences building. Photo by H.
Hughes.

Only 20 pages to go
in

the

Mills

Camped

out

Writing Center, Nicole

Hurtwig finishes her term paper on a

computer

disk.

Photo by

H.

Hughes.

What's happening On their way to
lunch, Chris Connelly and Dave Carpenter stop for a moment to check
out the notices on the kiosk in front
of Beans. Photo by H. Hughes
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New
Just as the

Summit brought about

internal

changes, a sim-

campus showed new places popping up
too, for instance the appearance of a great lot of dirt where
the Park Avenue building once stood. Renovation and reple walk around

modeling costing more, they opted to tear

it

down

without

definite future plans for the area.

The classes and

end

of

fall

moved at the
new 3.5 million dollar Cornell
home. A particularly popular new

offices of the old building

term, calling the

Social Science building

spot in the building was the Cornell Cafe, just off the front
entrance. The hours of the cafe were set to accommodate
commuting and night students who couldn't always make it
to Beans. With only five tables, the cafe offered a guick bite
between classes such as coffee, cookies, salads, soups,
sandwiches, fruit, juice, doughnuts or bagels and cream
cheese.
The Bert Martin Tennis Complex, six courts exclusively for
the men's and women's teams, were opened up. Over
Spring Break a kiosk for campus information and ticket sales
was erected, but not completed, in front of Beans as result
of the Summit.

The Court of Champions Keeping

up with his game, Dan Selnick hits a
ball arouna with teammate Graham Kimpton one afternon auring
finals week. Photo by H. Hughes.

Buildings
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Housing turnovers close to
final exams had a good portion of the student body
stirred up or at least interested in the turmoil. The actions

a couple of groups on
campus raised a ruckus big
enough to attract newspaper and television coverage
from local media sources.
of

Some

groups

were

pleased with the decisions
made by the Campus Life

Committee, comprised of
Karl

members Pat Polley,
Peters, Mary Decker,

and

Harry Kypraios, Student

faculty

Government Association
Senators Chris Hechsher,

28
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Steve Eckna and Christine
Faas,

and

administration re-

houses that
tions

their

had held

organiza-

for years.

prime hous-

The decision to oust Phi
and X-Club sparked a
flood of appeals and complaints from some students,

gave up

six

parents and alumni. Posters

rooms while Greenhouse
added Pflug to its credit, Chi

were slapped up all over
campus and a petition was
started, attempting to show

presentative Diane Whaley.

Alpha Tau Omega
Kappa Kappa Gamma were

and

placed
ing.

Chi

in

Psi

new
only

Pinehurst and ROC
were not even up for review
due to commendable be-

Omega,

havior from the previous re-

view. Phi Delta Theta

and X-

Club, on the other hand,
both received recommendations from the Committee
urging Dean Steve Neilson to
move them out of the

Delt

student support for the issue.
Conflicting stories were
flying through the grapevine
at lightning speed. The administration, after considering the matter both privately
and in forum, stood firmly behind the Committee's decisions.

WHEN THE
STUbENTS
SPEAK

ekwc*

0|AP

SUOsxlONT You.

H ST&N

>•«•*-»
IT IS

NOT

1SSLE
Sign o' the times Small posters

-THE BOARD-'

"MEETS"'

and

over campus on walls, windows and doors in
an effort to generate student support. Photos by H. Hughes.
stickers materialized

all

Listening with intent With

all

the

dif-

ferent stories flying around. Shan-

non Geosler,

Liza Smith

and

Jessica

Tate take time out to hear individual opinions from speakers on Mills
lawn. Photo by A. Abril.

ROLLINS «9IUEGE

JSSUti

a dog's life. At a housing review gathering on Mills lawn in
the early afternoon. Grant
Thayer listens to the student and

The salad days During one of
the meetings in the Mills Galloway room. Dean Steve Neilson
and Student Government Vice-

faculty speakers with

President

It's

billboard. Rusty.
Abril.

his

walking

Photo by A.

Woody

Nash

briefly

a statement made by
the speaker from the floor.
discuss

Photo by A.

Say cheese!

campus

All

the commotion on

lures local television

sta-

Channel 9 to Mills lawn. Bobby
Bowden, one of the day's speakers
appeared on the evening news later on. Photo by A. Abril.
tion,

Abril.

Housing Review
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In your eyes Having to stay at
school because of varsity basket-

ball obligations,

Andrews

Abril

spends time in the dark room with his
other hobby, photography. Photo
by R, Hartley.
Fosters,

Tooheys & VB Accessing

available information,

Andrew

Ross

tries

to find the major exports of

New

South Wales for his Australian
class while Stephanie

Economy
Hines

watches over

Photo by

H.

Hughes.

his

shoulder.

Crossfire hurricane

m

In

the chaos of

late registration, Pete Sieban tries

to enroll

in

a closed economics

course. Photo by A.

I

J

Christmas vacation was
over and second semester
hadn't quite begun. It was
winter term for the month of
January. The students and
faculty experienced a term
completely different from
fall and spring terms. Winter
term classes were small for
the purpose of discussion. In
addition to these unique
classes on campus, inde-

pendent

and

studies, internships

studies

abroad were

popular choices as well. Alyson Austin spent winter term
Expletive deleted Before signing up
for

a

class, Willie

Bankhead

runs

through the required reading for a
course at the bookstore. Photo by
A.

Abril.

at the Presidential inaugura-

Washington, CD.
"Working for such a short
time and learning so much
tion

in

can only be achieved
through experiences such as
winter term," Austin said.

Abril.

tional studies without leaving
the campus. All in all, in the
center of the academic
year, the winter term was an
essential part of the educational experience.

Adventurous off-campus
studies varied from year to

year. Courses available included an anthropological

and

in Mexico,
the Third World (a
work project experienced in

cultural study

serving
rural

in

Jamaica), USSR 1989

and Education in England to
name a few. Visiting faculty
from distant places were
brought to campus, giving
students the opportunity to
learn quite unique, interna-

Winter Term
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SPORTS
The

—

and winter proved to be an exciting season for Tar fans
from
the installation of lights on the Sandspur to a thrilling overtime victory over
Tampa by the basketball team which inspired everyone to flow onto the gym
floor

>,

fall

cheering wildly, the fans got more than they bargained for this year.

Students and faculty showed more support than ever for their teams, and
the

teams responded by performing

their best.

The Men's Soccer team huddles together
Photo by W. Carney

to

discuss strategy

for the

second

half.

Sports
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I T/LQMS|yO/UVlCrt(OHS
Fall

y

Soccer
The season for the varsity men's
soccer team was characterized by a
series of ups and downs. Having lost
seven seniors from the previous year's
team, the season was going to be a
"rebuilding year'

— and

this

it

certainly

proved to be.
Notable achievements like the runnerup spot the team earned in the
Budweiser Classic Tournament in St. Louis
in September and the superb defeat of
crosstown rivals UCF in November made
the season exciting for both the team
and the fans.

A

distinctly thrilling

change

for

all

was

ever night game on the
Sandspur against Division 1 team
University of Jacksonville. The Rollins Tars
defeated the opposition 3-1 in front of a
near capacity crowd.
The team's thanks and appreciation
go to graduating seniors Daegen Duvall,
Henry Banda, and co-capatain Mark
the

first

McKinney for their years of service to the
team, together with thanks to Coach
Dave Fall and assistant Mike Garvanian
for their

time and

efforts.

mm

row L to R): Bubba Scales, Peter Chavannes, Daegan Duvall, Victor Angustia, Chris Dann, Chris Hage, John Gurke,
Duncan Birch, (middle row L to R): Simon lllman, Mark McKinney, Pat Howard, Vidar Plaszko, Declan Link, Brad Johnson, Devir,
Long, Doug Kriska. (back row L to R): Ronnie Meinen, Henry Banda, Gerard Michell, Aaron Kindel, Ted Scheel, David
Behrman, Robbie Banker, Colan Vance, Brian Droze.
(front

V
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Daegan Duvall looks for a
pass as Doug Kriska dribbles
I

the

ball

downfield. Photo by

A. Abril

I

Declan Link defends the ball against a
opponent. Photo by A. Abril

Tampa

f

The Tars get set
by E. Janec

for

a penalty

kick.

Photo

Fall

Sports
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The Tars are
over

all

smiles after

U.C.F.!

What do you mean, we can
go home now? Daegen Duvall
and Chris Dann can finally
relax after a tough game.
Photo by A.

38

Abril

Fall

Sports

a big win

Photo by A.

Abril

Fall

Sports
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Volleyball
The Volleyball season was another
success story. The overall record for the

Lady Tars was an impressive 29-12, and
under the guidance of first year coach
Suzanne Patterson the team finished
third in the Sunshine State conference.
The Tars opened up the season with a
first place finish at the College of
Charleston Invitational Tournament and
then finished a strong second behind
Florida

Southern at the

middle play of Kathy

Fields,

the south-

paw power of Pam Hopkins, the
awesome defense and incredible court
sense of Donna Konjarvich, and the soft
Anne Boiling. These players will

set of

be

missed.

One area which stood

out this
sense of Donna Konjarevich, and the
soft set of Anne Boiling. These players
will

be

missed.

team's success and we want to thank
them and hope to see them back in the

Rollins

Invitational.

The team lost the talents of four
graduating seniors: the quick and smart

fall.

Jolee Johnson, Lynn Koletic, Ellie Collister, Kellee Johnson, Chris Mumo. Back Row (L to R): Yatska
Aldarondo, Assistant Coach, Donna Konjarevich, Pam Hopkins, Jacci Wozniak, Kathy Fields, Falecia Douglas, Anna Penry,
Front (L to

R):

Anne

Boiling,

Nicole Wells, Suzanna Patterson,

40

Fall

Head Coach.

Sports

•

Chris

Murno and Falecia

Douglas anxiously wait for
team-mate Jolee
Johnson to return the
serve. Photo by A. Abril

Jolee shows Falecia (and
the Florida Southern

team) that she means
business

when she

serves!!

Photo by A.

Abril

Falecia gets ready for
the serve while Kathy
Fields looks to the back
court for some last

minute strategy. Photo

by

42
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A. Abril

Fall

Sports
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44

Fall

Sports

Women's
Basketball
Kim Tayrien, one of the
leading scorers for the

Lady Tars, displays grace
under fire. Photo by A.
Abril

Front

Row

(L

to

R):

Solane, Assistant

Kim Scherer,

Coach, Cindy

Tayrien, Eileen Tobin,

46

Fall

Sports

Amy

Jeri

Tammy Lewis. Back Row (L to R): Gina
Hudson, Kendra Lasher, Kirsten Dellinger, Kirr

Ferree, Kim Erwin, Carissa Andrews, Kathy Warner,

Doyne Calvert,
Head Coach

Erhardt, Student Assistant,

Slappey, Glenn Wilkes,

Jr.,

Leslie

Kim

manages

shot amidst a

to

make a

crowd

of

defenders while Rissa
and Kathy look on. Photo

by

A. Abril

Senior guard Jeri Ferree

shows Eckerd's #25 how
it's done!! Photo by A.
Abril

Rissa uses some fancy
foot work to cruise past

her Tri-State opponent.

Photo by A.

Abril

Fall

Sports
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Men s
Basketball
Mike Jordan eat your
heart out!!

Rollins'

Andy

Holman shows some style
as he tosses the ball to
the hoop. Photo by R.
Hartley

Front

Row

Frakes.

(L

to

Head Coach Tom Klusman, Greg
to R): Sam Arterburn, Cameron
Coach Steve Melgard.

R):

Back Row

Fabian, Assistant

(L

Eckstein,

Andrew

Abril,

Forbes, Mike Reeves,

Terry North, Steve Rotz, Student Assistant Kyle

Todd Murphy, Andy Holman, Dan

w
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Wolf, Ralph

Fall

Sports
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Front

Row

(L

to

R):

Devita Mosley, Chris Melucci,

Foley, Rachel Landreth, Noell Nielsen.
Tellier,

52

Erica Gregory.

Fall

Sports

Back Row

Donna Murphy, Tracy
(L

to

R): Liza

Benedict,

Turner. Middle
Lori

Wayne,

Row

(L

to

R):

Bonnie Bickum, Jennifei

Kyle Turner, Michelle Caraker, Missy

Fall

Sports
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The

Tars'

bench

has a great view
of the action on
the court. Photo

by

R.

Hartley

Free Throws!

No problem!

Greg

Eckstein grabs
little

glory

in

a

the

Orlando Arena when
the Tars take on
U.C.F.

rival

Photo by

R.

Hartley

Rollins students
the wild thing!!

Photo by

t

/

R.

do

Hartley

I
f

i
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Softball

This year's

Softball

team

dedicated

coach and

captains:

Suzanne Patterson,
Lauren Feher, and
Anne Boiling. Photo by
A. Abril

i I
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Fall

Sports

%

Intramurals
overall

champions:

Phi

Delta Theta.

Photo by

R.

Hartley

Intramurals
The

Misfits:

Women's
Intramural Flag

Football

Champs.

Photo by A.
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Abril

Oh what a

feeling? No,

goalie Ted Scheel
auditioning for

isn't

a Toyota

commercial. Instead he's
doing what he does best
keeping the other

—

team

(in this

case

Eckerd) from scoring a
goal. Photo by A. Abril

After

a men's soccer game,

the intramural crew comes to
play on the Sandspur. Photo

by

A. Abril

•.#.

7&

i
ft
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Dave Behrman and

Karri

Kleeman take

time out from their grueling class
schedules to watch a Phi Delt intramural
softball game. Photo by A. Abril
I'm so thirsty,

Gatorade

I'll

even

stuff!!

Duvall gets

a

drink that

Daegan

drink after

working up a big thirst at the
soccer game. Photo by A.
Abril

V
Fall

Sports
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The Summit covered all aspects of student life, but the one of most
seemed to be student organizations. From the Greek system to the
independent organizations, everyone had an opinion on what could be done
to improve their image on campus. In the Spring the housing issue brought
out everyone's views, and while not all agreed, the consensus was that
there needed to be a radical change in the way housing was assigned to the
various groups. Another change occurred in the way student organizations
interest

interacted; slowly but surely, the transformation from a divided campus to a
community was beginning. New groups Ike X-L-R-8, a new women's group,
and the Pre-Law Society sprang into being, and even more were on the way.
The winds of change were truly blowing across the Rollins campus.

Shipwreck?? The Phi Delts listen attentively at the Student Housing
Mayflower Hall was debated. Photo by J. Sloan

Rally,

fate of

liawSfjOMOtiOMS

where the

Well,

Ellender: Must

be tough

against

Sandy bed

nice alumni job, schmuck.

another year has passed and
all odds, Chase Hall is still
standing. The Brotherhood of Sigma Phi
Epsilon continues to reign supreme on
campus, and we shall take this
opportunity to poke fun at the brothers
who have made this year one of the
best ever
Goodbye to the seniors and
hello to our new pledges
The tradition
lives on. Steve Anderson: Who? It's 1-35-2-4 if you ever find the time (or the
house). Dan Atchison: Atchomo
the
Elizabeth connection may be
permanently damaged from those
brewery fumes. Willie Bankhead: Why
don't you wash yourself leopard
too
bad you missed your ride to New
Smyrna. Todd Bork: What a pretty dog
you'd really be lazy if you weren't so
tall. Scott Breslow: Hole in the wall. Bernie

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Brijbag: Dirty dirtbag

Tagg

.

.

.

been

any

to

Thad Coakley: Hitler,
Stalin, Mussolini, Hardie and Thad
just
a coincidence? how about some arms
to go with those shirts. David Collis: Yes,
I'm the infamous Gary but don't get any
credit
the legend lives on. Kirk
Conrad: Who? she's got a nice car
though. Bill Culhane: Space, the final
frontier ... no future in loft construction
but there may be hope in horror movies.
Doug Deem: House damage is down but
brain damage continues
whose
mother was that anyway? Steve
DiGiacamo: JJ is gone, when will you
follow suit. Scott Doughty: What a
sales lately?

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

slacker

.

.

.

married

.

.

.

.

Beat

.

it

Squid. Will

.

.

.

to sleep

in

a

Now that you're a lawyer
maybe you can put those friends of
Eric Englehart:

yours behind bars. Ron Falconer: Turn
one of your Saturday night specials into
those beer goggle:
a seeing eye dog
are awfully thick. Gavan Ferguson: Get
a green card leprechaun, what's it like tc
watch all the time. Hardie French: Fell
off the curb and the wagon with a
vengeance what went awry? Mike

—

..

Hartmann: What's with that sissy maple'
queer-bashing ... a mate is a mate;;
a root is a root. Steve Heinz: Booger
.

.

.

.

.

.

mistake was calling Tagg for a shaveand a haircut. Greg Hickey: The first one;
especially
is always the tightest
through the window. John Hiebert: Yo
dude.
be over for name that brother
his

.

.

.

I'll

can find the house. Buell
Bean sprout, peanut, Megan,
can come out and play. Ken Hyde:
Won't she let you hold the reigns,
Buster? and what is this sudden craving
for pizza? Matt Isaly: Who? its been
down hill ever since bonnet dance at
night

if

I

Hollister:
I

King Henry's. Richard Janiszewski: nice

diploma, Ward. John Joplin: Gave up
one jock strap for another ... do
something about that rat problem. Chrh
Kreusser: Lost

his girl friend, his

roommates and

his

your
Dork

Edmond

self,
.

.

.

Cruise.

Fart

.

.

.

house,

now get

lost

Leidesdorf:

mind you don't cut

yourself. Lizadork.

Gregg

stopped embezzling

for

Libutti: Finally

drugs

.

.

.

now

i

j

he's taking some off the top for an
meatball. Scott
engagement ring
Liebel: Popeye the sailor ... thought
.

.

.

I

I

should pledge a fraternity before

I

uh, Scott there ain't no draft
drafted
ing of the
no more. Joey Maio: Milky
Tony's partner
late night breakfeasts
and chauffeur for the bar excursions.
Tony Marino: 16 will get you 20 ... if only
were a girl
let's give to her Tony, he'll
do anything. Jim Tagg: Upon his
departure, the crime rate dropped
drastically. Nevertheless, he was the
shoe in for house manager. Chip
Tedeschi: Sand man, Sand dog, Sand
paper. If your camel could only see you
.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

now. hey sand

flea, only

camels

spit into

other people's mouths. Phil May: Got
done with pledgeship just in time to

managed

graduate, but

Budge Mead:

behind.

homosapien
Bourbon
really

Gone

or

am I?

to get

out of the closet on

.

.

.

death ... he is a
too bad. Ned Miller:
5 years later
still

see ya
unemployed and searching
.

from

Kirk

a

I'm not

.

.

.

.

.

for

.

.

the

this sucks
screw
got myself to worry
about. Rob Pfunstein: FLUNKY, he left
when the going was getting tough
he swears he had 3.0 though. Brian
Powers: 9 months of abstinence doesn't
make for a good year ... we are still
going to take up a collection for charity.
David Reeves: Woachly ... Do you fire
up Barney as much as you fire up the

everyone

.

.

.

.

.

25 grand sabatical
and still smokin'.
Steve Hansen: The next Eddie Van Halen
or the next Eddie Munster
who can
tell? Special thanks to: Harry, Club Red,
.

translator or

.

.

.

.

—

.

and Chase

Hall repairs.

thanks: Seniors,

Special no

Campus

Safety, Beans

Rats, Kiss asses, local yokels,

thieves

and

wanna

squids.

I

all?

where's

my

mousse? Jen, who? Scott Van Houten:
Hooter, no bitch, no friends, no house
why don't you leave. Rick Vanneck:
Can't buy me love, speak loudly and
carry a little gun. Carl Warren: His box
hurt after she wore a jock strap. Bill
.

Weidner: Doc,

left in

.

.

Jan. taking the

snowy weather with him. gonna get
somewhere else? Chip White: Lonesome
George, yackity yack, hers is black. Rick
Weiler: 3 years of celibacy is a tall order
congratulations, Chuck. John
Williams: not a banner year with the
opposite sex
but at least you can
get a golf ball in the hole. Tim Winter: 4
beers and you think you are Arnold
Schwarzenegger, but you are really
Scott Liebel. you don't think you are
stupid when you are drunk. Scott Wright:
it

intermural all-star squad. Bruce Mitchell:
Mr. Optimistic

Riley: Get this kid a
a muzzle, loves those two
for one nights. Drew Ross: Pros/cons
cons. Mike Rudenmark: Sven, the mad
Swede, where does he live anyway.
Drew Samelson: Seagull, hatchet man.
finally found someone whom he likes
more than Snarfy. Pete Seidem: Mirror,
mirror on the wall, am still the coolest,

dragon. Keith

tannest of them

street, kiss of

nice guy
.

2 $E

got

.

I've

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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be's,

in the Soviet Union over Winter
Term, Tony Marino and Ricky Vanneck visit the Red Square in Moscow.

While

At the Spring Formal,

a toast with

his little

Gregg

Libutti

makes

brother Jon Sellman.

S $ E
Hanging out, Sandy Sanders, Chip TedesEdmond Leidesdorf and Ron Falconer

chi,

share old times.

4

V

change in weather from
Greg Hicky, Dave Preaus
and Scott Van Houtten spend Spring
Experiencing a

balmy
Break

Jen Johnson and Megan Thomas enjoy
the wonderful company of the Sig-Eps.

Florida,

in

Colorado.

M
On the 60th anniversary of Phi Mu's
founding on the Rollins campus we leave
the sisters of Phi Mu the following items:
stage left"
Lynn: "Bunk bed, babe
Rachel: 'Camp, do you hear what
hear?" Jane: "Is that really on the walk
of fame?!" and automatic pilot Bonnie:
twice the sugar and
A six pack of Jolt
caffeine as regular Coke Tori: Pete, Jim,
Bobby, Matt, the black sheep, bathroom

"That's Amore" Betsy: Something old,
something blue, something borrowed,
something blue. Erica: One low-cal hot
fudge sundae
hold the kryptonite.
Suzanne: What will the women of St.
Tropez be wearing this year? and a
bottle of Bain de Soleil. Tracy R.: "That
picnic table was heavier than thought!"
A stone from the walk of fame, "Who is

buddy and a little owl, one for each day
of the week. Well, at least she takes the
sabbath day off. Christine: "I Just
wanted you to know how lucky am to
friends
sisters
have friends like you

care anymore

—

—

I

—

I

afraid of the big

.

.

sisterhood."

.

now?

Kathy:

How

.

.

hot

is

x

Prrrriiing

.

.

.

.

the bathwater

lately?"

Mangue

I

somewhere between Rollins and UCF
and a complete SAE wardrobe.

.

Katherine: "Stroke d

"What have you done for me
want half! Melanie: "Tous nous
Rollins

College

microwave." Amy: An alarm clock,

—

I

I

I'll

—
— no

our specially priced bumper car
complete with helmet and straps

"I

love

Welllll,
love him not, love him
'gus' love him." Kadi: "What a buddy!"

him,

I

I

I

.

.

.

coffee and donuts
you'll be skiing on
your head in no time! Noell: A Rollins
calender with a different man each
month. Melin: "What will the sleeping
arrangements be like nest year?" and a
key to Strong Hall's front door. Sherri:
Our own Phantom of the Opera
you've got a captive audience. Heidi:
Your own 7-11 with unlimited amount of
beer. Rachelle: Your own tanning booth

—

money down. Myriam: "Are you
opening a hat shoppe?" Jackie:

I

I

I

—

boat house, a megaphone and a license
("What's he gonna
A book on "all
Helen:
talk
to
me?")
do,
need to know about being president"
and a job. "Ward found the ring
want
put a down payment on it'
Ginger: Trade in your wreck-mobile for
I

"Stroke,

protection sunscreen. "Take a walk on
the wild side!" Lisa: "Hey princess, don't
pack your toaster
we have a

for corrupting minors

—

tl",

game?", "We made you a chart to
keep track!', "I'm thinking yes on that!"
Amber: Some flab and maximum

strength black bra, splinters from the

.

.

I

Department" T-shirt, an alarm
clock with a loud buzzer, a monster, a
"no goons allowed" sign, nothing made
of glass, a midnight deep sea dive with
your favorite Aussie and Mick.
Denise: A telephone, a key and no
white clothing. Mora: (the tough babe) a
post 21 spontaneous combustion
weekend from the M/O. Good with a
sheep in wolf's uniform, a racket for hot
doubles match with Sputnick L an
answering maching (what comes
around comes around), an industrial

.

.

thought could make it?" Better luck
next time. We'll get you a bigger trash
can, anti-stress pills for rush and 11 a.
Blanca and Lizzette: A double pleasure's
waiting for you and two cans of
whipped cream. Sarah: An unrestricted
ID. DeeDee: A six pack and a drawing
board. Jodi: A gift certificate to
Bennigan's, all you cn eat. Dawn: "The
wicked wanton has been released."
Lara: "Are we having fun yet?!"
Karen: "Are you caught in the numbers

Athletic

.

.

say", "Lookin' sexy?" Jen: "Well

— Bienvenu!" Halyn: (Clint) A

gun, a "property of

don't

next year's Spring Fling. Tracy S.:
Unlimited funds for one helluva Spring
Weekend. Diane: Off campus housing

good

Wonder?"
Elizabeth:

"I

outa here?"

party permit. Susan: Unlimited
and rum. KiKi:
Imported beer, an address book, lots of
protection and a date of your choice to

afternoon, Loan or Credit Department.
click" Marlynn: "Do you
Please hold
have a fetish for Bob Marley or Stevie
.

is

A

Sheri G.:

.

.

.

wolf?!",

he

guantities of Kool-Aid

I

.

bad

...

==

(high voltage).

Greeks

71

Below: attending the legendary MortiBall with the Phi Delts, Jon Ochs,
Christine Fass, a friend, Marlynn and Mike
Garuckis are spiffed up in their formal atcians

tire.

"Sexy Legs," scream Tori Bonelli, Jane
and Christine Faas as they flash

Isaacs
their

chops.

After Shaking to the hula arduously,
Noell Neilson, Hayn Hughs, Tori Bonelli

and Mora Moran stop to

rest

and get a

cool refreshment.
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I

$ A
rew Arnold: 2 cans of spam, a new set
shorts (give the old ones to
outhwick.) David Behrman: A flight
ack from Australia. Bobby Bowden: A
Dlvage operation in the Keys and a
ower that floats. Grant Calder: Clothes
/ithout holes and a hook up to the
lisney Channel. FJ Cambell: At olerance
und a room of his own. Mark Cipullo:
ob Ganger and a sniff of Brandy. Tom
:oughlin: Full length dress mirror. Pete
:rowe: An all season radial Hoola Hoop,
Jesse calender and TV Guide. Chris
»ann: A date who can't run faster than
f

i

im. Phil De Amezola: A map to the
>athroom and a 2 x 4 with a swiss seat,

"hip Ernst:

A boat

of

his

'eshener for the auto.

own and an

air

Chuck Fulgam:

pump up the beer muscles
a good lawyer. Rob Ganger: A sniff
>f Cippy and a bid on Lich's chair. Jim
lahn: A mellow night on the town and a
:hild restraint collar. Brad Johnson: A
econd hand zip-lock and room mate
ag team with Morris. Justin Kellogg: A
12 pack of caffeine free Diet Coke and
in enema for that happy bug. Aaron
[indel: Some playing time and a Geraldo
pecial to find the senior embezzlement
und. John Kovitch: privacy in the
railway, reliable transportation and a
;opy of "How to Win" by Ben Johnson,
loe Mahan: A couple of acres in
Veights to

ind

.uburban

Tempe and

the

last of

5

Italian

ausages spiced with a hint of Dixie and
nental stability. Jason Needleman:
vlany LBS, a visible profile and a litter
x>x. Dave O'Shaughnessy: A personality
and an invite to one of our parties.
)ewitt Purcell:

A tuna

burrito, Nair for

the

weater and a bucket of Fish you back
ilider. Gene Ramsey: A declawed Gerbil,
iome stiches znd some masculinity. Todd
tandak: An attitude and a volley ball

scholarship to Alaska State. Stevie Raye:

having been tracked

A complete education and a

After sour divorce, night

tight seal

the underwater crack. Dennis Rosa:
Time share with Woody and a vaccine
(sorry its PG so we can't mention
for

Melissa). Dan Sallick: A toupee, a real
doubles partner and a girl. Rick
Southwick: A pair of shorts, a day in the
sun and a G-string. Chuck Todd: A piece
of toast, a coke and a smile. Pete Unruh:

A baby named Hewey, a date with
underwear you can't camp in. Adam
Waldman: Deposits
Deposits ... A
witness relocation program and a letter
from Paris. Mike Webb: A tolerance and
a straight jacket. Rusty Weidel: platform
shoes, a mean streak and a Sig-Ep little
brother bid. Gigs: After peace corp,
.

.

.

opens up a custom tree for business,
living on the brink of poverty in Des
Moines, Iowa with Day, trying the plets.
Chief Altaba: extradited from a seedy
night club in Caracas for trying to corner
the market for imitation "Pings". Clubbed
to death in prison after a LaBamba
performance. Joe Appel: Successfully
living in suburban Tempe, anchoring the
farm report, barely escaped Indy,
collapse of family business (Coughlin

group interested). Pelts: Castrated by
tennis ball machine; presently singing
dies
soprano in the Israeli boys choir
suddenly choking on pork rind. Keeley:
Presently touring with "La Cage Aux
Folles". Daegen: Runs a general store in
weekend Harley repair
Spokane, WA.
(run by his wife), finally hits big with
ketchup soup recipe. Finney: resides in
Greenwich, has his own late-night radio
show (2 to 5 am). Impersonates Venus

—

—

Fly

Trap. Witlowe:

Sells

hearing aides,

boat at Cypress Gardens and

drives

ski

works

for Gigs, selling tree houses,

brutally

beaten by Chip

for years. Wilde:

manager

of

a

Stop and Go in a suburb of Des Moines,
soothes broken heart by weekly trips to
Boisetown. Todd Johnson: Killed in tragic
accident, inheritance dispute due
in 5 different states. Merv:
2.2 kids, life is great but parents are still
pleading him to move out. briefs aren't
ironed, wife hits the road. Judelson:

drill

bit

to palimony

spouse abuse hotline, failed Bar
Exam, currently backup QB for
Pensacola Penguiins Arena. Lich: Owner
of a starving bar and Island Air (front for
drug transportation) and sells Rose
starts

fraternity

wear. Devin: Divorced,

remarried, divorced, remarried.

Irish

San Quentin.
Forced to watch Fatal Attraction over
and over. Berger: Thinking about um
maybe getting a job
maybe
sometime next year or maybe going for
supremist serving time

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the masters in social work. Booker: Buys
Skeeters chain, marries Weezy? (Head
waitress), plantation slumlord

and

lobbies for the reinstatement of slavery.

Darby: Last seen in Des Moines after RV
breaks down during travelling
Chippendale show
wives still baffled

—

about

his whereabouts, responsible for
nationwide curfew for high school girls.
Dick Phillips: After 14 years receives
honorary diploma, currently testing flip-

flops at

Ron

Jons.

Mark

Carlin:

Still

misunderstook and a psychologist at
San Quentin. Also a millionaire from best
seller "Carlinism". Pete Purvis: Still living
with parents but travels with Pelts and
the Israeli boys choir.
To all our Pledges, Raise the Mayflower.
Thanks Joe Siry
Hey Pat: How about a hat trick?

Ernst after

Greeks
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Shipwreck! The

Phi Delts cruise

around Lake Virginia on another sunny day in Winter Park.
The

highlight of Phi Delt's Spring

Weekend was a
Reef

in

trip

to

Ocean

the Keys.

right! Show that Tattoo! Rich Whitlowe and Jim
Berger look like they're ready

Turn to the

for

San Quentin.

The Phi Delt hams
camera.

it

up

for

the

John Langfitt, trashed again!
Michael Darby, Chris Lich and
John Gigliotti help clean up
Mayflower Hall.
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NCM
Ames "Quinn" Massey: Church

has a
round brush because Jerry can't play
definitely. love you
without her. P.
Ambrosia. Carrie Price: Crazy is the

—

Tequila

I

Mama. Sandy Vanderzee: The

"galloping gourmet" satisfies her palate
with

a meal

of

macaroni and a

Mrs.

Smith pie, gulping it down with a
Canadian Club while listening to Jimi sing

"hey Joe". Deb "Wild Woman" Drozeck:
Crazy Otto the gravitational master,
when Frank's away she makes us play.
Chris Peloquin: Pelican, did all the snow
white tennis balls keep you bouncing
while your car got towed? Diana
"Onella the Swede" Driscoll: Lovely little
moonie pie, can your evil scepter turn a
"doter" into a "foofy popularitif"? No
because you just can't have nice things
Cliff sans dote. Jen "Sak" Miller: Has it
been an Econ or just 9 1 /2 weeks that
you've been spinning your web? Spidey,
OSK heard he was smokin' actually he
was burning down the house. Jill "the
Czar" Holsinger: Is security so tight at
the white Fort Knox that you can't get
into the closet? Kathleen "St. Kathleen"
Gannon: Sans Italian ice, "Pretty lady
ain't got no friend 'til the candyman
comes around again." You Dead Head.
Donna Murphy: Still scratching her itch
long distance although she does the
"wild thing" on the basketball court.
Katherine "K2" Kreyenberg: What do
you do with your scuba equipment in
the bathtub? Brandy "Freak" Edelman:
Top three reasons why Brandy gets the
broom: 1) she likes her grass blue 2) birds
rule the sky, fish rule the sea 3) she likes

—

her tennis late night. Thira "roid"
Goldfinger: Which Was it? The out of the
pass, or the out of the make? LI teas!
Meredith "Machete" Hall: Cut the

annoying Tagg out of your shirt or you'll
get bounced out of Whispers. Jen "Eve"
Smith: Flower power in the shower. Jen
Jeffers: From the tunnel of love to the

funnel of Bud. Kate Baker:

at the formal

Jams

and now she

all

night

sings the

Mexicali blues. Kate Mahar: The

Audience is going late as Tart-n-tinies
and brew go flying on Superbowl
Sunday. Laura "Wiggin" Higgins: The
key woman spins discs by day and raps
on the Mike-O. When will you speak
through the wood of Ken? Lara Gutsch:
Upon her return from the semester
abroad, she's adjusting Farrelly well.
Janice Young: Incomplete Jen
"Pigean" Carrier: While Tom was knock,
knock, knocking down Pigeon's door,
Jim

becomes the director of the
DMV. Claudie "Silver Bells"

Mississippi

Silver:

Hobbles about assuming the role

of Rip

Van

Winkle. Priscilla "Pris" Frost:

ooh Love the sunny foot. Robin Koster:
Has to find a new circle to play cards in.

And now
"Lilly

for Seniors presenting: Kristen

Shoes Minnie Mouse"

Shilo:

Cartwheels over the thought that
Liberace was seen in a yellow UFO. Was
he wearing a bangle bracelet? Pyes!
Steph (fickle pickle) Houghton: Did
Australia set you back to the stone
ages? What is the deal with Fred
Flintstone? CiCi Van Tine: Comes in the

and escapes that satin white
Dani Doane: The winner of this
year's "Phantom Flamingo" award. Ellen
(Granny- Trap- Snooks- Beeper- OrderSybil- Officer CML- Granz) Huston:

clutch
dress.

Graduates mechanics

— fixing axles

the mood strikes her, at least they
are not minors. Special Thanks to:
HACIDS, camping language, the
courtyard, Pauline, the popcorn of
Cucamonga, Bubbles, bubbles
everywhere, leading fox lives, the robish
Oh my head!",
men of strong hall, "

when

—

free for

alls,

NCM

little little

brothers,

Evil

Ways, cosmic cooking, and those omnipresent "all or none rule". Special no
thanks: Randoms.
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Just

of

before hitting the town, the sisters
gather together to pose for a

NCM

picture.

80
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NCM
Raising their flag

the

sisters

of

and proposing a

NCM

chant

their

toast,

songs on

Pledge Saturday.

Turning out to

be a

definite success,

Pledge Saturaay blossomed
fect

fruits for

new members

into per-

of

NCM.
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Come and listen to a story by a man
named Ced.
ly

kept

his

This

poor black

man bare-

brothers fed, So poking fun at

is something he will do, causing
great laughter for me and you. So if a
joke you cannot take, read this not for
your own sake.
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior class
hail, but with the Senior class will begin
my tale. When you enter Chi Psi's halls
of doom, the first dwelling to see is Pig's
room. A great first semester he had,
and I'm sure his second won't be that
bad. Then there is Andy or is that Lissa
don't know they look the
see, hey
same to me. Now we go up the stairs
and through a door and on the immediate right what you find is Pyne on another Friday night. If you ask him what
he is going to do. "I'm waiting for a call
from Heather so can say love you."
Then there is Hobbs who walks around

them

I

I

I

security.

I

as if he had been caught in a maze,
awaiting the return of the Donner to
brighten his days. Now here comes
Knobs who no one really knows, he
hides out on the third floor doing deeds,
if only Sam and Eckie can supress his
DFB needs. Next to Knobs there lives a
legend in his own time and Czar Crespo is the name that jumps to mind.
II

He started

his

reign with

Jane by

his

but since her fatal attraction dirtiness has been his pride. Sometimes
wonder if what they say is true. Is he the
dirtiest man in the land ask you? Then
comes Joe bag of donuts you see, he
can be a hazard to your health just ask
side,

I

I

there

Pounder at

is

kinds

all

money

at everyone's delight. Great
fun he had just a little while until the
Dean said "See you next year" with a
of

cheesy

smile.

Now to the Junior class

I

I

Finally,

Harper's every night, spending

I

will

proceed.

Beginning with Hat trying to satisfy his
Chi Omega need. First there was Bow
and now he's turned to Moss, he'll keep
this Chi-O even if a wedding is the cost.

one

Ascending the

stairs just

there

who the guys

know

lives Tiger,
if

that girlfriend of

his

is

flight,

don't

still

simply for

show. Then comes Cooler, oh what a
guy, if Sherry doesn't ask he doesn't
have to lie. Next there is Scheck who
never leaves the room, he watches TV
all

day and grooms his mustache

broom.

with

Now comes Vern who

a

lives

next to me, who was dumped by his
girlfriend Melanie. Then there is Douger
who on the field deals a swift blow, but
about his sex life no one seems to
know. Now there is Burnzy who seems
to live without a care. With Cooter the

A he did share.
Now to the Sophomores

Big

this

tale

will

go, beginning with Bill who seems to be
whipped to no end, she has him an a
leash just like her other furry friend. Then
there is Brooky, in Maine he was told,
but since he arrived he has been out of

the cold. Then to the dirty duo my tale
start with North to let you
will go,
know, he started up with a Kappa and
ended up with a poet, no bacon is safe
until they all know it. Then there is
I'll

Reeves or Shaggy or Cliff should say, it
depends how much he had to drink
that day. He dated a Cheerleader and
then a muppet back when, but now
Onelia is his life and their relationship is a
ten. Next to the duo there is Hulkster's
room, some say
has been cursed to
doom. From Pellachia to Crespo it
seems to have been a dream. But now
is occupied by a man with no rap and
the room had simply became a deadly
trap. Then there is Smarty a crewman
I

it

it

see, hear he shares
I

Wendy with all of U

of Miami. Next to

Smarty dwells the
he hangs out with Pebbles in his

Sloth,

Eventually we will come to the
smells kid, he doesn't hook up because of something they say he did.
But that doesn't matter to him now you
see, because spends all of his time with
loft.

Now comes Joker what can
he ever looks you in the face that
be the day. Then you come to the

Burnzy.

say,
will

I

if

start with Odie
need a rap, because he
knows he can get a root with a simple
snap. Now to Meat this tale does lead,

heavens.

third floor

who

a

I'll

doesn't

life

size

need.

poster of Beth

is

all he'll

ever

Now we come to the narrator of

should tell you the truth oh
what the hell. Now comes one big ole
Cedi, and must honestly say. I'm the
nicest friendliest person you'll meet any
day. And you actually think this statement is true, have a couple of bridges
this tale,

I

I

if

I

7

to

sell

to you. But before

this

tale

comes

to a complete end, someone teach
Cameron how to make a dunk again.
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Chi

Psi

Burns,

—

beach
Mark Pyne, Pete
and Jesse Wolfe dressed for

success.
Tori or

Top

—

ing.

Chris Brook, Chris

Nader, Arne Terwilleger, Mike Savsun at their Spring Weekend.

age take

Oh Baby

—

—

Nanook of the North
Mike Reeves,
Mike Savage and Chris Brook spend
a day on a boat fishing and snorkel-

Surf

Hooker

Burns,

Larry

—

Jim Innocent, Pete

Sutton, Cesar

Crespo

and Kevin Foley take a photo break
at a party

in

Cesar's room.

Arne Terwilleger and
Larry Sutton scam on the babes on
the Sandspur.
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X
Omegas

Chi

and

share laughter

and a

elebration, professing our dedication to

and our

ur college

)mega

md

is

friendships. Chi

a sisterhood that opens

exciting doors for

all

of

its

new

members

them with only the best of
and the greatest of times.
\lthough there may be times when miles
3y between us, love is the thread of our
iroviding

memories

;hi-0 sisterhood that joins us

md endures
uzi

together

all.

Aaron: a day without shopping,
and Bally, and a run-in with the

hoes,

AW.

a subscription to
a day out of the bed and free trips
o Tampa Rose (Rosebud) Boiling:
:lothes that fit, a sentence without
y'all" and a happy day. Carolyn
Rasta) Botello: a new vocabulary
without "seeee yah", "riiiight", "Dave",
Krista Bassett:

RIDE,

1 more year of slouching,
Annabeth (Scamabeth)
a lower tolerance and a guy

completely",
jnd

a

brush.

tounds:

vho dares to blow her

someone

irian:
:

mini

skirt.

to

let

off.

Kelly (Kelso)

her hair

down and

Sara Carpenter: a means of

a four leaf clover, and a
(Space Barbie)
^hauncey: a permanent tiara, directions
o the house and a WALK around
:ampus. Tammie Cook: treads for her
heets, and an aquarium with NICE fish,
latasha (Tash) deVarona: an ID and an
outburst. Lauren Eastwood: a welcome
ransportation,

:lue

Christinna

Chase Ferguson: her OWN
cigarette, a maid and a loft. Pam Finley:
)ack.

night to remember. Suzy
Heidacher: a little COMFORT to make it
through the year and someone to
analyze her own papers. Mimi
Herrington: the yippy yi Chi-yo, more
hours in the night an a higher male to
female ratio. Alison Hicks: a day off and
a MELlow room in ROC. Melissa (Mouse)
Holgate: a key to Phi-Delt, her own
clothes and an actor she says she hasn't
dated. Emily (Em) Janec: stock in
Tretorn, a bronze coating for her jean
jacket, and her own camp. Jolee
Johnson: a day of rest and all the math
extra-help she needs. Stephanie
Johnson: more hairspray, and a day
without waterskiing. Kellee Johnson:
more days in the boathouse, a steady,
and a day teaching J. Fonda. Jen Jones:
crayons, a nomination for the Pilsbury
Bake-off and a pair of anti-gravity boots.
Missy Kimm: a tutor, an unhung Sunday
morning, and a marathon to run. Macy

volume adjuster, a
day with less of HESS and decent
exposure in party pics. Kim Lankarge:
academic probation, a quieter room
and a tarnished halo. Jenni
(Headbanger) Levitz: a bigger mug,
stock in Maxwell House and a panic
Kingsbury:

button.

a

Anne (Annabanaana)

own

and a RIT kit.
and Her keys to THE car, a
night out with the girls, and available
hotels. Jen Marshall: a room in the
house, a date with the Beaver and an

her

full-length mirror,

Jen Malm:

His

her boyfriend

ab

Mills:

(Scampton) Hampton: her
)wn fraternity, a different kind of belt,

Lloyd:

another means of transportation, a new
hairstyle, and some enlightenment.
Stacey (Get-off) Maio: her own video,

3ueenberger, box seats at all tennis
notches and tall children. Barrie
Reggae Rita) Flanigan: a longer shore9ave, and a FUN night on campus. Amy
Gordy) Gordon: a house with Winter
erm rules and a neverending supply of
Larissa

built-in

audition at Universal.

Liz

(Lizalonian)

McCloskey: her own pool and a frown.
Krista Menyhart: a fraternity she'll admit
no

is

in

and enthusiasm.

Jill

age, a guy with a gushy
body and a memory. Dani (Dano) Moss:
drinking

a

£1

credit card for Drug Emporium,

REAL

shoes and a year on campus even
though she had a BALL. Mindy (We're
just friends) Murley: a bigger bag of
tricks, a bottle of VIC's and her own line
of bedtime footwear. Gina (P.L.H.S.)
Paduano: a ticket to club and heels to
walk on Nancy Phillips: a room in the
house, a bigger box with REAL excuses
and a hand to keep her in "the

woodwork". Heidi Pomeroy: a map to
Chi-O and alka-seltzer. Tamara Rivera: a
Rush workshop she'll attend and
Frequent Flyer. Jeannine Rodriguez: a
day off from work, a bigger aquarium
and a fit of rage. Ellen (Shmellen) Ruff:
saying "Hey man have you heard
Freedom Rock still lives". Karen (Rut)
Rutledge: a fair "Karen to men" ratio, a
yellow rose, and yet another pair of Joan
and Davids. Jill Slavens: a tan, a day
without make-up and lights on lights off
...

the Wacker. Elizabeth

(Eli)

Smith: the

Chi-O shrink; a day without shoulder
pads, a night to get way off and a trip
to the

library. Kelli

(KK) Smith: her

own

Watts line, a personal beautician, and
an appearance on love Connection".
Kathy Smith Crapps: shorter hair,
cheaper phone bills and her own room.
Michele (Heartthrob) Throm: a Sears
credit card, opaque underwear and a
valium. Jen Tillis: her own take-out
restaurant, a day with her friends and a

day

of standing after NEILing all night.
(Phanton) Vincent: a cast iron
stomach, and an operation to remove
her twin. Bettina Walker: a night in the
house, a weekend without a golf
tournament and English speaking friends.
Susie (It's my house too) West: a smile,
satisfaction, and her own boarding
house Regan (Red) Wohlfarth: a voice
an octave lower, nicer policemen, and a
REAL list for excused absences.
Lisa
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Never a quiet moment, Mindy Murley
and Mimi Herrington always are where
the fun

is.
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ATG
A renewed

a steady
get your weight
average down. Frank B.: "Absolutely
ost. Mike kB.: "Hot wax"; He has played
3S many girls as he has records. Jay C: A
?ick A:

Vick

girlfriend.

lease,

A.: Try to

nellow man since the marriage, by the
A/ay the South lost again. Jim D.:
"aptain America, Ski, Hauss, Undertaker,
Doffin, Hamburger. Bob F.: Good to see
hat you

and Gus

finally split

"Who

up, Thanks

Doug Ford?" Will
5.: "Damn Southerner." Dave H.: hey
Dretty boy, how is your sister? Eric H.:

^G. Scott

F.:

is

'Drago" things to get over
3 smile,

and a

aggression,

this

Y.

summer:

Derrick

H.:

have a dream
that someday
/ou'll make a meeting. Woody H.: Have
/ou made your rounds at Chi-O or do
/ou really have a girlfriend? Moosedom.
\r\dy H.: "Stage"; "We know you don't
ke the limelight, but you handled the
pressure well." John K.: "Koes"; Still
Dotting a thousand on Wed. nights?
'Don't kid yourself, you are a
remendous slouch!" Moosedom. Todd
Punch me, pull your head out, bosh,
arely, fuzz-bumping and the old
nachine gun
that is not funny. Eric M.:
A/e

.

..:

—

.

.

"Toast"; The custodian, how was your
the floor, way to go Nova.
Been to any parks lately? Scott M.:

week on

How about an imitation? Rob M.:
"Mase"; The man who returned the
Heisman Award. Tony M.: What
happened to you in Paris? Where is Mr.
Innocent? Matt M.: Who's car is that
anyway? Jon O.: Chronic bitterness! Gus
R.: Who's next Tyson? Looks like four
years and letters did it. Fres S.: The
freshest there is! Chris S.: "Coach"; He
only comes out during games. "Tough
crown." Sam S.: How come the only time
you use your room is when your friends
visit? Mel S.: "Moose"; The man who is
more destructive when he is sober.
Moosedom. Todd T.: "General Lee"; The
man who single handedly destroyed an
apartment complex. John W.: "Wac",
"Chicago"; What a shame, married at
such young age. What religioni are you
really? Matt Z.: "Attitude", "Casper";
Nice boots, you rarely get sloppy after
two beers. To out pledges, Getting to
the top was easy,, but it is twice as hard
"Ice,";

to stay.
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KAO
The Thetas remain involved
extracurricular activities

some

in

many

of which

Student government, ADEPT,
tudent hearing board, the writing

-iclude:

;enter,

pan

hellenic,

ACT, theatre,

tudent ambassadors and intramurals.
The senior class would like to leave
ome memorable "TV Specials" to the
est of our sorority sisters:
(elly "America's Most Wanted"
dcCaffery: We leave you privileges to
he lodge on Sat. night, Louise "LA Law"
)ietzen: We leave you a Phi-Delt that's
lot a dick, Barbie "Married with
Children" Doolittle: We leave you
iometing old, something borrowed,
something old, something blue, do it,
(im "In Search of" Erwin: We leave a
Dicture without a pose, Anni "Cheers"
lughs: We leave a toast that you will be

remember

the morning, Day
'Who's the Boss" Laguardia: We leave

3ble to

in

a sweaty day and a China night,
Something" Marcin: We
eave you a home down east, Kelly
'Entertainment Tonight" Reagan: We
eave you a portfolio of yourself and a
/ou

(risten "Thirty

unway, Christine "All in the Family"
Sage: We leave you the next
generation of Clubbers to scam on and

We leave you a clue and a
candle light, Lisa "Solid Gold" Dyer: We
leave you a new car and get rid of your
Carrol:

scooter,

Shannon "Golden

victory to flight 2005, Alison "Night

Girl"

Freeman: We leave you a room in the
house and sisters that love you, Joline
"Bosom Buddies" Furman: We leave
you on your own, Lauren "Sheerah,
Princess of Power" Hayes: We leave you
luck with the little rascals, Julie "Love
Boat" Hernandez: We leave you a
successful midnight ride, Stephanie
"Different Strokes" Hinds: We leave you
an ego bigger than your boyfriend's and

many more

late nights

in

Elizabeth, Hilary

We

leave you
an assortment of Clairol colorings
because you deserve it and a Rollins
boyfriend, Andrea "Almost Grown"
Minuti: We leave you a boyfriend that
goes to Rollins and a standard to uphold,
Nicole "Morton Downey, Jr." Nordling:
We leave you a definition of dittos and a
trip to California you won't deny
wanting and the best damn pledge
class, Mary "The Young and the
"I

Love Lucy" Jackson:

Restless" Stubbs:

We

leave the task of

passing your friendliness

and

entertaining

3ahamas Andrea "A Different World"
Van Eitzen: We leave you a high lighter

"Beauty and the Beast"
Toller: We leave you an iguana and not
a snake, Carrie "Gorwing Pains"
Pomeroy: We leave you a life in Oz and
a donut to dunk, Michelle "Head of the
Class" Calcaterra: We leave you a bar
fly award and a crowd to buy drinks for,
Jill "It's Just a Living" Gable: We leave
you a leading role in the bold and

nd

beautiful,

reason to fight with Doc, Leslie
the Rich and Famous"
Simpson: We leave you, Christy
'Fantasy Island" Houser: We leave a
ewelry box to take with you to the
a real

'Lifestyles of

semester with

less

than

six

classes,

We

the Man" Dent:
eave you a night without a pitcher and
i morning alone, Lisa "Head of the
Class" Stevenson: We leave you a night
Beckett "Chico

and

a pitcher and a morning alone,
Jsa "Head of the Class" Stevenson: We
eave you a boyfriend with no strings
attached, Heather "Love Connection"
theory: We leave you a boyfriend that
without

eally "is different", Maureen "Three's
Company" Redfearn: We leave you a
nale roommate and a female to

compete

Women"

"Designing
leave you a "sandy"

with, Elizabeth

Key:

We

Deach and a bottle of JD, Kim "Gimme
3 Break" Baldridge: We leave you a
/anity set, Laila "Unsolved Mysteries"

abilities, Kelli

Mary "Hee-Haw" Adkins:

Century" Harvey: We leave you a
campus pass for Bunger, Julie "As the
World Turns" Hoyt: We leave you a final

We leave you a
and a stage to perform on,
Maude "General Hospital" Kebbon:
We leave you a job to keep a years

Court" Kaskel:
"courtship"

supply of Valium, Christie "Dennis the

Menace" Kibort: We leave you a box
"Chips A Hoy" to bring to the rest of

of

"Too Close for
Comfort" Larsen: We leave men to
scam on Tawn "Get Smart" Larsen: We
leave you a twin husband, Molly
"Flintstones" Logan: We leave you a
Rollins "Grant" and a case of "Foster's",
Jennifer "The Chase" Mazo: We leave a
date with Frank Zitsman and a years
your formals,

Britt

supply of "Johnson's

and

Johnson's",

Keeley "Duet" McEwen: We leave you
a real hotel room and a roommate that
is there, Catherine "All My Children"
Morse: We leave you the ability to keep
on leading and the best time ever at the
Univ. of Wisconsin,

Pam

Impossible" Petry:

We leave a crush in a

"Mission

Dara "Perfect
Strangers" McQueen: We leave you,
Lele "Beverly Hill Billies" Lockhart: We
leave you a "Daley" trip to Phi-Delt and
a solution to your hourly dilemmas.
different fraternity,

We

leave you a night at the art bar and a
new slang to use Brytton "Dating
Game" Baker: We leave you an
amplifier and a scam, Jane Ellen
"Happy Days" Byrne: We leave an
aerobics tape at Phi-Delt and a date
who responds, Meg "What's
Happening" Elias: We leave a Castle
and your own Prince Charming, Jennifer
40 to
"Facts of Lilfe" Falvey: We live
get rid of the Rust, Katie "Missing in

WD

Action" Bentzon: We leave a legitimate
reason to miss Theta meetings, Kerry
"Going Places" Fortune: We leave you
a boyfriend in the country, Helen "Lost in
Space" Habernickel: We leave you a
guicker pace, Pam "Sale of the

Greeks
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Exploding with excitement on Pledge Saturday, the pledges anxioiusly await
spending their college years as Thetas sisters.

Enjoying the party, Alison Kaskel, Joline

Furman and Shannon Freeman are ready
for a full night of fun.

At the Pink Flamingo Party, Joline Furman,
LeLe Lockhart, Elizabeth Key and Nicole
Nordling check out the guys.

Roommates and best friends, LeLe Lockhart and Elizabeth Key give each other a
hug.
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To
but

all

the Seniors

.

.

.

Nothing

left

to

do

smile, smile, smile! Special Thanks:

Hugh McKean, Scott Witherall, Sister
Kate, Club bacon, late night kegs, beer
bourbon and our steps.
Wedge: Can you dig it! Massholes live
everywhere and forever. Grant: Dude;
Frisbee Keg? Trek? Curbside Derby?
Donny: Going for the KKG cycle, leave
your Reeboks on the courts. Holbrook:
Please! You can't scam, you're
whipped. Hick: Holmes! Scam on people
born in your own decade. Moondog: Oh
dear, what is the fish going to say?
Rotema: Finally mellowed by bacon, we
shoes will hang forever.
know
Brendan: Our very own caldender boy.
Budsman: Value your late night. Habsy:
Your first rap Chocolate Thunder.
Hairball: Late night shaves, matching
socks and sweater vestEustis: Saves his
pumping for the weight room. Robs: Just
get all bagged up. Guli: SGA President,
Jeckl and Clubber Hyde. Helmeye:

—

Stinkpot control the
Bitsy-Pittsy:

Thanks

body

fluids. Itsy-

for calling

hoze yourself

your

Husyo:
Nothing works: car, motorcycle, Jill?
Gore: Madsavage, hospitals down
under? Rooftooth: Where are the club
ties? Butera: Making the world a safer
place. Mason: Seen any good buys on
any station wagons? Polanus: The
sloppy ratus falcon. Dennis: A meadow
to drive your car in. Vogeye: A rasta
brother,

off.

squirrel

to hide

Greeks

your nuts.

Bud:

Billy

.

Go away

.

.

the weekend. Flanny Pop
a rap and Dead tickets. Pot
Head: Slappin balls on and off the court:
Blundin: Going down the Road feeling
bad. Landers: A hug and a talk. Tillou:
Toilet training social chairman. Gillen: A
new generation of clubber for a used

Get a

for

tan,

generation of Theta. Sands: Loose the
piece of paper. Trev: Hat and matching
shirt and cigarette combo. Giles: G
spot lives on. Boland: Hope she's not a
carrier. Bako: Gaze forever. Fields: Los1
your mind. Ferelli: The new foulest
clubber. Britt: Lost in the tropical
rainforest of your closet. Flounder MattJ

—

Have a beer. Miller: Get up and your
GPA. Reed: Seven year plan.
The X-Club was founded back in 1871
by Darwin, Spencer and Huxley. The
purpose was to have a group of men
who were individuals. Out of this great
beginning and through the help of Hugl
McKean and Hamilton Holt the Rollins
it

College X-Club developed. We strive
continue as an extended family.

t>

have come and
X-Club has outlasted them all
gone
and will live forever.
Fraternities at Rollins

—

XCLU
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in

Brown eye strutting. Court: We lose
another Boyle to Broads and Booze. Big
Daddy: Pork chop, pork chpo
Page
Riki and long hair. Brodie: Grease your
axel and drop your Wessly. Lame-But:

X-Club

Greeks
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X-Club
4»

t

i

1

1L
nu
I

left: A hallmark of the X-Club, the
steps are a favorite hangout for the resi-

Far

I

dents of Gale

Hall.

Working the sound system, Ian O'Neil with
the help of Jay Amos
Mills lawn with
loud, powerful music.
fill

Soaking up a few rays and enjoying the
air, Dennis Meihl, Rick Wedge and
Donny Martin count the days until schools
ends for the summer.
fresh

Greeks
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kk r
The Seniors of

oodbye to our

KKG want

emember we
- these last

ou why

we

to say

special friends,

—

love you
few memories

it's all in

fun

remind
are bonded as one.
will

a romantic bottle of dog and a
roommate that measures up. Mamie W:
a big room in the house with a personal
invitation to everything. Christina V: a
transfer from Princeton to

Amanda
eather C: a

map

to find your

way

to

McKean, and an automatic
ookie maker. Lisa D: Monkey bars, a

our

room

in

Banker" with his own "Stanley" tool set.
^hley D: a ticket out of Groovyville into
ne real world! Peaches H: 34 kids to
lake up for the 34 pledges you never
lot to know. Jen J: the nursery rhyme "Is
ete afraid of the Big Bag Wolfe?" Krissy
I: stock in Burger King, a lock for your

Rollins.

a hoot that tells all, and a
Bronx accent. Kim S: the penthouse
T:

new house which enables
you to keep fit and trim with"Tim". Krissy
K: a night in your room, a cute dog, and
a 4 carat cubic zirconia on sale at
suite of our

Robinson's.

Jill

R:

one more down

comforter, a mood ring and a yo-yo for
your relationship. Ellie C: a permanment
roommate, a meal in Beans, and a
movie library. Denise G: we don't see

—

Bernardo" that fetches balls, sticks to
lake your "arm strong". Merritt W: a

you much
what have you been
"Doeing"? Chris M: a "Rosey" future and
a designated smoking area in the library.
Nicky P: "Simon" says mess up your hair
and fart really loud! Steph P: a 2 year
advanced diploma for your "February
calendar man," People magazine

me

publishing your birthday

and a couch potato to keep you
ompany. Sally M: a charter for your
iternational fan club and an invitation
d R.P.'s wedding. Beth P: a no-calorie
lanana split, a car radio, and a Saint
loor,

hour photo session for "Robby" with

in

every

issue,

name on it in the
a vacation in St.
Martin and a "grilled cheese" sandwich.
Jessica R: a few more activities and a
and a plague

with your

Health Center. Lara

"Chris"mas that

R:

lasts forever. Lisa S:

what would you do "Dwit" another pair
of hands and a "perma-tan"? Ann
Louise H: a gift certificate to Talbot's
and an official Edie Brickell groupie Tshirt. Kathy K: SPF 25, co-owner with
Helga at the Belle Verriere and many
happy years living in the "Dogg" house.
Jen M: fewer hours at the Writing Center
and an available boyfriend. Val P: a fresh
start at Rollins without the legacy of R.P.,
and a six pack of Bartles & "James".
Sandra W: What's your name again?
Debbie J: when you realized "Maroney"
was full of baloney you jumped in the
boat with "Choate". Lisa G: some
"Helmers" glue to stay together and a
new wig. Steph H: a free pass to a singles
bar and a mellow night out. Amy M: a
week at the Beach with "Dennis" the

a new crush and boxing
a healthy relationship,
no second look at "cook" because
there's a happy meal at "Mickeyh D's",
and your own personal line of silk
blouses. Laura R: a bowl of hot "soup"
and a Jantzen swimwear catalog.
Kendall H: dancing lessons, and author's
rights to "a Southern Belle Sins". Debbie
R: Paulina's hair flipping guide
"So
happy with Hex". Titfany S: a truckload
of Pep 'N Energy pills, and a "Strawberry
Randackerie". Page W: a "thicker"
Mattress that doesn't make noise and a
wombat trap. Steph Z: a boyfriend to
get a "hold" on and a 32 oz. bourbon
and coke. Jill W. no worries and a pair of
higher heels. Carolyn R: a 'mock
cocktail" for schooldays, pj's, and a
maid. Stacey T: Are you "Content" with

Menace. Jen

L:

gloves. Carrie

S:

.

.

.

Troy? and Jheri curl to replace your
Turbo top. Jillian L: Who? Janet P: a

New

and a chance to
Ann C: some
"Bug" repellent to keep away the
freshmen fleas and a bike that goes
somewhere. Deena E: a job in
Cassadega selling marbles, nondisposable "Huggies" and a tossed
ticket to

"ReDeem"

Orleans,

yourself with.

"Cesar" salad. Polly G: a

new

definition

and updated version of
PureBread" and a job at the

of "friend",
"Polly

& Johnson institute. Lisa H: stock
Ken Done, and to get what you
deserve from "Merv". Carol K: a
boyfriend that's deep but not too deep
and author's rights to a book called
"The New Me." Betsy C: Hola, de sus
hermanas XOXO. Michelle A: happiness
as Mrs. Jeffrey Cohen.
Masters
in

To our 34 pledges
tight! We'll

—

who we welcomed

keep the bonds just as
miss you all and remember:

with delight

Give us Whiskey, Gin, or Rye, we'll we
Kappa's
we die! P.S. Thanks to Jame,
our alums and advisors.
till

Greeks
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Above: Kicking back, Tom Curran, Steve
Echna, and Chris Hechser put up their feet
during a SGA meeting.
Attentive during the meeting, Kim Steinberg, Chip Tedeschi, Christie Kigbort and
Kerry Fortune pay attention so that they
will be able to represent the school.

Above: Vice President Woody Nash conin President Julie Hernandez during ajj

fides

faculty meeting.

SGA
tnat

Secretary Ruth Jackson is the
kee P s the sch ° o1 together.

The 1988-89
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glue||

SGA

S.G.A

The Student Government
association had a very successful year
this "Year of the Student." Under
le leadershp of President Mike Guli,

to arrange specially discounted airfare

'ice-President (Administration) Julie

for Rollins students.

ernandez, Vice-President (Student
:enter Board) and this year's Senate
:ontributed much to student life on

This

:ampus.
The Senate's most important
jnction was the allocation of funds to
ymerous campus organizations which

more

i

programs

the Rollins
:ommunity. In addition, the Senate
jpproved the formation of several
iew clubs this year in an attempt to
>rovide

iiversity

campus

for

activities.

Special activities sponsored by the
included numerous parties on the

GA

a day at Wet rY Wild
vater park and the annual speaker's
eries which brought Ralph Nader to
tollins. Additionally, the SGA was able

iandspur

field,

year's Student

Government

Senate also underwent procedural
changes in an attempt to become

and have a greater
role in decision making on college
matters. A public relations chair was
efficient

created to inform the students of
the busines of the Senate and the
office of parliamentarian

was

created, to be chosen by the
Senate, to keep procedural order
during meetings.
This year was indeed one of
changes, and next year's officers
and Senators hope to utilize these
improvements to make the SGA an
even more representative voice of
the students.

Organizations
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!

1

v'lH

Greeting Ralph Nader, Christine Faas and
Sam Stark worked very hard to arrange
him in the speaker series.

a busy days' work, Christie Kibort busi
from class to meetings, to SGA and
then to the library.
All in

ties

Rollins

students

show

the Octoberfest, the

their
first

excitement

party since kegi

were allowed back on campus.
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al

SGA: Student Government
Association
"he Student Hearing

Board

Waiting for their meal, the Economics
Club downs a couple of cool ones after a
conventionn in Orlando.
Helping the president of the Econommics
Club, Louis Ross, Deanna Furness proof

reads a news letter on the word processor.

The economics club provides

the Orlando business community, as
representatives of the club attended
economics students, as well as
Orlando Economic Club luncheons and
underclassmen who are considering
economics as a major, with an open
met with local professionals to discuss
forum of intellectual discussion on such popular economic issues. In the future,
such ties will be strengthened and new
topics as government policy, business
trends and financial developments on a ones will be developed as the club
global basis. The club has sponsored
integrates its activities with other related
debates between students and faculty student groups on campus such as
on such subjects as the future of
College Republicans and the Pre-Law
domestic and world economics in the
Society.
1990's. Ties
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have been developed

with

Organizations

Promoting Bush in his campaign, the College Republicans attend a convention

and show

their

patronage and support.

Bush won! The College Republicans make
Rosie O'Grady's to celebrate

a toast at

their party's victory.

Organizations
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A

note to the
Community:

thanks to

Rollins

Jackson, without whom
would never have gotten
I

was certainly a year of
transformations; the Tomokan was no exception. The
staff and have worked very
This

I

hard to make the yearbook
the best it can be, and we
are exceedingly proud to
present to you the revitalized

Tomokan.
efforts to

We

hope

that our

add captions, more

copy, and a broad base of
student representation will
make the 1989 Tomokan an
accurate and enjoyable record of the school year.
would like to give special
I

112
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SGA secretary Ruth

anything accomplished, and
also thanks to Robert Hartley
and the rest of the 1988-89
Pulse staff for their patience,
support, and humor. Thanks
hope that
for all your help.
I

the changes we began in this
book will continue in future
books and bring back the tradition of excellence in yearbooks that Rollins College deserves.
Julie Sloan, editor

1989 Tomokan

Publications

The Pulse

staff. Editor:

The Sandspur

and

Lori

Robert Hartley

staff. Editors:

Jon Chisdes

Sordyl

"Change" has

certainly
been the operative word in
this, the Sandspur's 95th year.
In the Fall term, editor Jim Annear was busy putting out

a new format which focused on campus news as well as important
controversial issues. When he
resigned, a campus wide
search for an editor found
Sandspur veteran Jonathan
three issues with

Chisdes and senior writing
consultant

Lori

agreed to be
der

their

staff

was

Sordyl

who

co-editors. Un-

guidance, a
built

new

up and the

newspaper was revitalized.
is now a forum for discussion
and debate where Rollins students can voice their concerns about the important issues which affect them. Each
issue of the Sandspur focuses on a special issue which
helps inspire thought and de-

It

bate.

Organizations
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ADEPT
Greenhouse

by expressing our
hesitation towards defining Greenhouse
in concrete terms. It is important that
those who read the following statement
Let us begin

understand that it is like a "snapshot"
which freezes its subject in time for the
purpose of examination and
appreciation.

example a snapshot of a
horse jumping over a wall. One can
observe its size, form, and maybe even
Take

its

for

landing spot from

However

this

picture.

can't give an understanding
of the internal composition of the horse
which enables it to jump that wall.
Furthermore, this snapshot does not

114

Organizations

it

provide a basis for juding the course o
this horse after that instant.
Why the snapshot analogy? Quite
simply, Greenhouse is that horse and oi|
members are its internal workings.

members, have
different functions, and act at differen
times. Yet, they work together to mov
the whole in some direction. The
direction is determined not only by the
Different parts, or

the wall,
Mead Gardens, or nuclear weapons),
but also by the concerns of these
internal parts (our members). As our
surroundings change, our concerns
external surroundings

(i.e.

change, and thus Greenhouse changdj

Pinehurst

Organizations

Thad Seymour, the college President,
absorbs the speech about
Listening intently,

civil rights.

Sponsoring the celebration
of Martin Luther King,

members

Jr.,

of the Black Stu-

dent Union gather together
to reflect on their heritage.

Jamaica Relief Crew

Organizations
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taking every with step with precision,

OC member
teep

Organizations
this

courageously climbs a

clitf.

ROC:

Rollins

Outdoor Club

Organizations
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the Organizations Fair, Syd Brumbelow
and Vic Wochna recruit interested stu\t

dents for BIG.

Organizations

BIG, Biology Interest

Group, was created

last

by a group of Bilogy students who
wished to explore biology interests by seeing
spring

practical applications of

concepts outside the

classroom. The group provides

a

less

formal

atmosphere in which the students and faculty
can interact by taking field trips, and
organizing activities with other groups such as

ROC.

a tour of the
canoeing, camping, hiking, scuba/
snorkeling and student produced video about
This

year's events included

Living Seas,

biology at

Rollins.

Going against
Kinane

IG:

flirts

all

odds, Sean

with danger.

Biology Interest Group.

Organizations
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The 1940's Radio
Hour

A New
Musical
by arrangement with Samuel French,

Inc.

by Walton Jones
John Sinclair, Tony Mendez,
Mike Garuckis, Sue Sanford, Caroline
Left to Right:

Strong, Suzy Aaron, Jesse Wolfe, Trudy
Perkins

120

Drama
II

and Chuck Rodgers.

Raising money for the station, Bill Cowart
and Jesse Wolfe broadcast a commercial
between songs.

Drama

121

The Dining Room
by A.R. Gurney,

122

Drama

Jr.

his wife, Anthony Gelsomino yells at Hilary Matthews for typing
her term paper on the precious dining

Rather irate at

room

table.

Clockwise around the table starting from
the left: Sasha Bogdanowitsch, Rich Dickson, Hilary Matthews, Anthony Gelsomino,
Larry

Cotanche, Mary Allen, Lisa Olsen,
Boyd and Cindy Cor-

Carrie Hansen, Pat
bett.

Drama
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TARTUFFE
by Jean Baptiste Poquelin Moliere
Left to right: Jill Gable, Jesse Wolfe, Cindy
Corbett, and Ken Averett.

DRAMA
Hopelessly attracted to her, Jesse Wolfe
attempts to steal Jill GaPle from her husband Ken Averett.

Conniving and devious, Jesse Wolfe humbles himself in front of Ken Averett so that

Ken

will

succumb

Relentless

uses

in

his

charm as a

to

his

demands.

endeavors, Jesse Wolfe
tactic to

seduce

Jill

ble.

Drama
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Ga-

Vehemently against marriage, Connie
Riggs feels that
ries Marli

if

her son,

Bill

Cowart, marbe an injus-

Nelson, there would

Consoling his wife, Rob Juergens explains that there is always hope for their

son

who

is

missing

in

action,

who was preand now missing

tice against her other son
viously
in

engaged to

Marli

action.
1

126

Drama

i

DRAMA
Passion flares as

son kindle

their

Left to right:

Bill

Cowart and Marli Nelone another.

love for

Connie

Riggs, Marli Nelson,

Rob Juergens, Mike Garuckis, Anthony
Gelsomino, David Hoblick and Lisa Olsen.

ARTHUR MILLER'S

All

My Sons

Drama
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Poking fun at his friend, Jesse Wolfe dramatically emphasizes the punch line although Jim Gaylord seems to be a little

bewildered.
Lined up for inspection, Anthony Gelso-

mino, Jim Gaylord

a

serious

face

and Jesse Wolfe put on
hope of avoiding a

in

scathing reprimand.

128

Drama

Drama
It

is

not easy being a stud, Jesse Wolfe
his bookworm friend Jim Gay-

explains to
lord.

Row

1:

Sasha Bogdanowitsch, Jesse

Wolfe, Jen Rhodes Row 2: Anthony Gelsomino, David Roofthooft, Brytton Baker, Jim

Gaylord, Mike Garuckis

and Tony Men-

dez.

Drama
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a change of pace from the hecweek, Dina Endsworth and Rick

Enjoying
tic

Wedge

lounge on the Sandspur to the
reggae tunes of The Functions.

Sharp as tacks, Bill Hassold and Kim
Shearer make a point getting dressed
for No-Name's,

Squaws (Sonya Ulrich,
Warthen and Pam Cook), show off

Latest trend: Three
Liz

their latest fashions of

for

Halloween.

feathers

and

braids

J

Organizations

Throughout the year Rollins
College has experienced many
aspects of change. Organizations
were not an exception to this trend
on campus. 1988- 1989 was
hallmarked as the "year of the
student," where students voiced

and became more
persuasive and adamant.
their opinions

This

year several groups

sororities

vehicles which

as helpful and
socially cohesive. In regard to greek
residences,

Rollins

many experienced

sudden switches dramatically
affecting the system as well as the
campus.
SGA, Student Government
Association, transformed into an

and

respectable
ruling body. Robert's Rules of Order
were enacted to serve as a vital
part of keeping procedural order.
efficient

developed and became auite

were

represented

politically

example, the
Economics Club involved many
students who were interested about There were also various
the domestic and international
amendments and introduction of bills
economy and its effects on campus. to the Constitutions and By-Laws.
Exploring life in its gamut of forms,
Change was certainly noticed by
Interest
Group
also
the Biology
many students. The initiation to this
successful. For

developed new enthusiasm.

change caused

Greeks saw extensive

seek

on
campus. Contributing to the needy

their

transformations

in

of the Winter Park

their roles

and Orlando

community, many greek
oganizations supported them
charity functions. Fraternities

i

new

organizations to

frontiers

and

in

endeavors. New activities and
organizations ameliorated the Rollins
atmosphere, making extracurricular
organizational activities

in

aspirations

more

dynamic and defined.

and

\C 1m t* L
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j,

v

•

The Freshmen went through a transformation from high-school seniors
from all parts of the country to become Rollins Students; the Sophomores
and Juniors adjusted to everything from deciding their majors to trying to
decide whether or not to go abroad. As everyone tried to just get through

one more year, we looked forward to the transformations
wondered at just how much we had changed already.
Hey, wait

up!!

to

come, and

Suzanne Green, Emily Finegold, Lisa Solomita discuss the weekend as

they walk past the tennis courts. Photo by W. Carney

*7*WUt&l&'UPt&ttO*l&
Underclassmen
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John Alfond

Amanda Aubinoe
Nicole Arland

Tamara Arnold

Jonathan Asher
James Ashton
Julie Ashworth
Jessica Austin

Rich Baloy
Peter D. Barrett
Wesley Bassett
Brock Baucknight

Peter Beaudette
Elizabeth Benedict

John Benton
Kerry Beverly

Freshmen
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Freshmen

Sunita

Bheecham

Alex Bichel

Anne

Billingsley

Krby Binder

Andrew Blackman
Bloom
Boeck
Sasha Bogdanowitsch

Christine

Keith

Jim Boland

Carlo Borsoi

David Boudreau
Nina Bradley

Donna Brinkman
Richard Bullwinkle
Kristen

Burnam

Peter Burrows

Freshmen
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Katherine Butler

Lane Campbell
Martha Cannon
Carmine Cappuccio

Tina

Capodulupo

Winston Carney

Dawn Carpenter
Morgen Cesarano

Chad

Richard

Karla Chandler

Amy

K. Chinnery
David Ciambella

Trisha

Coene

Charles Coffee

Shawn C. College
Georgia Collimore

Alexandra Fitzpatrick describes yet another hard
night.
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Photo by W. Carney

Freshmen

Conner
Cordes

Allison

Karin

Laura C. Cross
Amy Curran

Fran

Dayao

Chip Deklyn
Deedee Dennington
David Digiacomo

Jessica Dixon
Jennifer Drubner
Iris M. Ducharme
Dwaine Eastham

David Edgell
Lauren Ehrenberg
Lisa

Ellis

Jason

P.

Evans

Freshmen
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Meredith Ezrine
Floyd Danforth Fales
Daniel Farese

Steve

Farrelly

Kirstie

Farren

Feola
Jose Fernandez
Emily Finegold
Lisa

Alexandra

Fitpatrick

Mimi Flinn
Erin Foley
Jennifer Foley

Kristi

Forrester

Kimberly Friedman
Kathryn Fuller

Chan Ta
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M. Galloway

Freshmen

Gwen

D.

Garrett

Chichi Geier

Anthony Gelsomino
John Gettel

Jennifer D. Goblisch

Goss

Gerrit

Nicole
Cecilia

Gragnano
Green

Suzanne Green
Gregory
Mike Gregory
Jared Greisman
Erica

Karen Grindle

Rodney Gutierrez
Kerry

Hansen

Brooks Hatfield

Freshmen
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Freshmen

Lisa

Hendry

Don Hensel
Samantha Hepburn
Frank Hernandez

Michael Hernandez
Louie Hillenmeyer

Roxanne Hinckley
Holcomb

Jennifer

Jennifer Hosford
Allison

Hug

Kristen

Humann

Bill

Jacobs

Richard Joseph

Suzanne Judge
Janelle Justice

Steven Kalman

Amy

Keating
Daniel Kellman

Graham Kimpton
Kristen Kletke

Amy Knapp
Jon-Paul Labruzzo

In the mass of people at
the Kappa Luau, Wt^iey
Bassett searches aimlesslv
for that special someone.

Photo by W. Carney

Rachel Landreth
Lisa

Landrum

Kari

Larsen

Kriya Lendzion

Paul Lennicx
Teresita Levy

Monalise Lewis

Tamara

Lisa

Lilienthal

Lord

Todd Magargee
Jody McManus
Maritza Medina
Carlos

Menacho

Malon Meredith

Freshmen
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Jennifer Miller

David

Mills

Jeff Moffet

Jennifer

Mook

Skipper Moran
Devita Mosley
Alex Muchinsky
Krisztina Mueller

David C. Murray
Zur Nedden
Tom Negron

Tanya

Lara Nesmith

Brenda Nichols
Jesse Nickelson
Noell Nielsen

George NoPle
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Freshmen

Deirdre O'Haire

Pamela Orthwein
Alejandro Padin
Sarah R. Palmer

Lauren Payen
Rebecca Peele
Annalou Margaret Penry
Kim Peterson

Lindsay Peterson
Tracie

S.

Pough

Barbara Povalski
John Powell

Jennifer Poynter

David C. Preaus
Kristin

Preble

Maria Quijada

Freshmen
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Milica

Rakovic

Ruth

Ramos

Edie Reiner
Chris

Rendle

Chuck Resha

Wendy

Richard

Matthew Richards
Felix Riera

Joel Rifkin

Jasmin Rios
Chris Rizzolo
Julia

Robertson

Bill

Robinson

Michelle Rodriguez
Scarlett

Rooney

Hillary
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Freshmen

Root

Mary Cullen Rosato
Steven Rotz
Lorrie Roy
Blanca Ruiz

Maria Lizette Ruiz
Ty Saal
Sandy Sanders

Steve Sands

Jeff Tillou, Chris Gillen,

and Scott

Taylor enjoy
another Thrusday night
at No-Name's. Photo by
J,

Sloan

Catherine Sawruk
Sandra Scandrett

Doug Scarborough
Bryan Schaffner

Jeremy

Schall

Christine Schillinger

Kimberly Schorer

Tania Schwegel

Freshmen
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Lynne Scott
Jonathan Sellman
Nicole Shapard
Jennifer Shattuck

Caty

Sherrill

Leigh Sigman
D.

Drew

Stella

Siok

Skodnik

Courtney Smith
Lasheena Smith
Emily Speers
Michael Stanley

Maria Stelk
Stevens
Drew Stewart
Caroline Stewart
Sally
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Freshmen

Heidi M. Stubelis

Jennifer Stults

Marianne Sturken
Monica Swanson

Stephanie Sztanko
Richard Tagg
Claudia Tapia
Nelson Taylor

Tory

F.

Taylor

Ashley Timberlake
Nicholas Thomas

Mindy Tyson

Allyson Tuner
Brian

Tuohy

Kyle Turner
Melin Uhler

Giles

Michiel

Van Praagh

Vandekreeke
Tarita Virtue

Hong Vu

Eleanor Wall

Heather Walsh
Kathy Warner
Liz

Lori

Warthen

Beth

Wayne

Weidner
Melissa Weiner
Kelly

Wendy

Weller

Rachelle Wells
M. Werny

Amber

Tanya

Whistler

Brian

Freshmen

White

Freshmen
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Sophomores

Kimberly

Adams

Jude Alexander
Christopher Allen

Amy

Anderson

Stephen Anderson
Carissa N. Andres

Dan Atchison
Victor Augustia

Brytton Baker

Kate Baker
Kenny Baker

Ahmed

Battla

Scott Beck
David Behrman
Julie Benton
Julie
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Sophomores

M. Black

Beth Blakely
Bill

Blass

Annabeth Bounds
Chris Brook

Mark

Burton

E.

Rob Campbell
Michelle Caraker

David Carpenter

Sarah Castle
Charlebois

Lori

Chrissy

Carol

Chauncey

J.

Cimino

Kate Clark
Brian Clements
Thaddeus Coakley
Bill

Cowart

Sophomores
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Sophomores

William

Crow

Christy Culbertson

Christopher Dann
Tim Davis
Martin Del

Mazo

Brooke Denison

Alberto Diaz

Lauren Eastwood
Chip Ernst
Nicole Escudero
Ralph Fabian
Jennifer Falvey

Julie Fiske

David Flanigan
Cameron Forbes
Lauren Foss
Beverly French
Katherine Froid

Donna

Gallo

Kathleen Gannon
Bowen Garrett
Russell

Gay

Maria Gonzalez

Pedro Gonzalez

Susi

Gonzalez

Maria Grant

Gerald Gray
Sol Guerrero
Chris

Hage

Jim Hahn

Larissa

Hampton

Matt Harrigan
Heather Harris

Jen Smith, Andy Baker, and
Pete Burrows enjoy the
scenery at the pool. Photo
by W. Carney

Nicole Hartwig
William Hassold

David Herman

Sophomores
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Mimi Herrington
Erin

Higgins

Kyle Hoffman

Stephanie Holden

Jil

Holsinger

Lydia Hooton

Laura Hope-Gill
Jennifer Horowitz

LauraLisa Housel
Leslie
Sybil

Hudson
Hudson

Kendall Hunter

Gretchen
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Simon lllman
Ingmanson
Carolyn Irving
David Jassi
E.

Sophomores

Bill

Jones

Mason Jones
Tina Jusino

Maude Kebbon

Kimberly
Cliff

Kemper

Kenwood

Susan Khan
Alice Christoff Kibort

Kris Kile

Karri

Kleeman

Lynn Koletic
Robin J. Koster

Kathy Kraebel
Kathrin Kreyenberg

Ted Lahey
Pean Lai

Sophomores
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Geoff Lane
Larson

Kira

Kendra Lasher
Kim Laskoff

Todd Lasota
Scotf Liebel
Tatiana Liebst

Anne

Lloyd

Lauren Logan
Christy Look

Stacey Maio
Malcolmson

Perrie

Michelle

Mason

Robert Mason
Jennifer

Mazo

Kathleen McCarry

Another mystery of
life discussed over
Down Under
takeout by Tracy
Roller and Jen Pitts.
Photo by J. Sloan
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Sophomores

Scott

McCredy

Keeley McEwen
Sheila Mcintosh
Jennie Miller

Jill

Mills

Estelle-Marie
Brian
Kiki

Montgomery

Moore

Morosani

Chep

Morrison

Catherine Morse
Jennifer

Moss

Daniel Moulton

Amy

Muntz
Mindy Murley
Christine

Murno

Christina

Maeder

Sophomores
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Sophomores

Huong Nguyen
Kevin O'Barr

Ann

O'Neill

David O'Shaughnessy
Jonathan Oaks

Obando

Santi

1

Gina Paduano
Diane Palmer
Christine Peloquin

Valerie Perry
Jennifer
Heidi

Pitts

Pomeroy

Christopher Port
Sheryl Proctor

Deborah Ralton

Gene Ramsey
Laura Rasco
Michael Reeves

Jay Reid
Judith

Rhodes

Michelle Rice
Keith Riley

Mark Roberts
Elaine Robertson

Tracy

Roller

Dave Rondeau
Andrew Ross
Joseph Rotella
Kristy Salvage
Miguel SantoDomingo

Mike Savage
Frederick Scheel

Michael Serphos
Kimberly Shearer
Claudie Silver
Jill Slavens

Sophomores
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Steve Smith
Lisa

Spurlock
Staley

Aimee Noel

Sam

Stark

Kim Steinberg
Natalie O. Stoney
Larry Carlos Sutton

Chip Tedeschi

Anthony Terlecky
Priscilla Thayer
Anastasia Thede
Jim Tullis

Peter

H.

Unruh

Chris Unseth

Pieter

T.

Van Schaick
Rick
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Sophomores

Varan

Sophomores
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Juniors

Suzanne Aaron
Christopher Aiello

Mark Albury

James Annear

Alyson Austin
Harrison Ball
Eric Belleville

Clay Bellinger

Robert Berry
Patrick Birchall

Dawn Bouch
Bridget Brady

Scott Breslow

Campbell Brown
William Busch

Betsy Canfield
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Juniors

Miram Capen
Kathryn Carlson

Ann Casey
Camilla

Chapman

Jonathan Chisdes
Judi Chisdes

John Chluski
Trey Coffie

Mark Colina
David Collis
Jacqueline Colross
Thomas Coughlin

Crowley
Culhane

Brian
Bill

Tom

Curran

Julie

Dobson

Juniors
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Scott Doughty
Kimberly Dow

Deborah Drozeck
Genevieve Drury

Stephens W. Dunne
Anthony B. Dupuch
Jim Dymkowski

Douglas Dvorak

Margaret Eastham
Steve Eckna
Steven E. Eill
Will

Ellender

Heather Estes

Guy

Famiglietti

Ralph Fegely
Lauren Feher

Chris Melucci discusses

weekend

plans with

Debbie Ralton at the
Kappa Luau. Photo by
W. Carney
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Juniors

Seth Heine
Julie

Anne Hernandez
Hernandez

Patricia

Alison Hicks

Betsy

Hill

Stephanie Hinds
Erica J. Hirschman
Tiffany

Hogan

Beth Hollinger

Andrew

P.

Lisa

Anya

Holman
Huffman

E.

Huggins

Hughes
Lee Janelle
Brad Johnson
Craig Johnson
Paul
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Juniors

Jolee Johnson

Debbie Jordan
Justin Kellogg

John Kendrigan

Melissa

Kimm

Sean Kinane
Aaron L. Kindel
James Hubert

Dustin Hundley

Tyrone Jaeger
William J. Kinney Jr.
Helena Kjellander

John Koestner
Carol Kostick
Kimberly Ann Lankarge
Alan Larson

Juniors
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The

Phi Delts

find

yet

another spot
to party.

Photo by W.

Carney

Edward Lavino
Michelle Leclair

Jonathon C. Lee
Larry Levinson

Jennifer Levitz

Declan

Link

Jennifer Luckett

Joe Maio

Tony Marino
Jennifer Marshall

Troy

Matthews

Michele Mattia

Budge Mead
Ronnie Meinen
Christine Melucci
Francis
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Juniors

Mendez

Michael Metcalf
Allison M. Moore

Brenden Moriarty

Donna Morrow

Moss
John Moss
Danielle

W. Woodward Nash
Paul

Brian

Needham

Nolan

Valerie Norfleet

Alexander

Nancy

J.

Paret

Phillips

Lynn Pool
Carrie Price

Booker Pruitt
Todd Renner

Juniors
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Dawn Romance
Louis

John Ross

Matthew Rose
Gary

H.

Rothwell

Jessica Rucker
Ellen Ruff

Drew Samelson
Andy Slabaugh

Helen Smetheram
Jennifer J. Smith
Lisa Solomita
Rick Southwick

Paul D. Stein

Bonnie Stelzenmuller
Gerritt Stryker

Missy Tellier

Arne Terwillegar
Michele Throm
Tyler D.

Todd

Elizabeth
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Juniors

Jr.

Ward

Rick Weiler

Chip White

Annamaria Wilheim
Chris Williamson

Juniors
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Step

in

the Right

Direction
While we all worked hard to attain
that sublime state known as "Senior,"
we also learned from our graduating
friends that the
stress out.

And

key to it all is not to
althouth the steps to

.

.

the various buildings on campus were
meant to lead us into the halls of
learning, they also proved to be
excellent spots to just hang out and
enjoy the scenery
.

.

.

Mi
At the Woria Hunger Concert, Mike
Webb, Rusty Weidel, and Chuck
Todd look thirsty as Brendan
Contant walks by with a case of
soda. Photo by J. Sloan

Sometimes

it's

quieter outside

—

Jen Smith studies on the front steps
of Olin. Photo by W. Carney
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Underclassmen

Jen Foley, Denise Garbarino, and
Chip Tedeschi spend some time
people-watching at the Spur.
Photo by J. Sloan

Some of the baseball players enjoy
Fox Day on the front steps of Mills.
Photo by J. Sloan
At the St. Patrick's Day bash,
some students relax from the
hard work of partying in front of
the Old Student Center. Photo

by W. Carney

Underclassmen
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Work

hard, Play

hard
Underclassmen soon learned that
no matter how hard they worked,
making the grade was not always as
important as keeping their sanity.
Whether it was trying to sneak a beer

.

.

at the

campus-wide

game

of

parties or

a

campus golf, everyone
seemed to know just how to relieve
the pressures of college

It's

life

.

.

.

always important to

know who has the most
pull around here, and
Freshman Orientation
was no exception. Photo
by E. Hartley
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Underclassmen

Matt Zayetti and Jesse Nickelson
are caught by surprise at the St.

Patrick's

Day

Party.

Photo by

J.

Sloan

"I

knew

I

shouldn't

have gone to
Harper's last night!"

Jen Moss does some
last minute
studying. Photo by

W. Carney

Freshmen learn
quickly just

how

mportant studying
is

to

Rollins life

during

O-week. Photo by
R.

Hartley

Underclassmen
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mi

• •

we

made

The Class

•

1989 has seen a lot of change over
and themselves. From the Centennial
to the Summit, the Senior class was there for it all. The many memories and
good times will remain a part of us forever; Rollins has shaped who we are
and who we will become in the future. "What a long, strange trip it's been,"
Well,

their four

but

Tom

it

finally

it!

year journey, both

was

of

Rollins

well worth the cost of the ticket.

Curran and Christine Faas

Galloway

in

Room

in

of Mills Building.

action at a Student Government meeting

in

the

Photo by W. Carney

7/i.anstjo/iM.QtioKS
Senior Divider
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MARVELYN ALLAN

SCOTT ARCHACKI
Computer Science

STEPHEN C. APPEL
Political Science

Biology

'7 think I've changed in that have matured
a lot and become more independent.
I

— Rachel Adler

"/ felt

most like a Freshman when
.

came

a firm belief in the saying
Be all that you can be.' Now believe more
strongly in the saying 'Enjoy life, this is not a
dress rehearsal.' now spend a lot more
time just enjoying the people around me."
"I

in

with

I

took a comparative politics class with
Luis Valdes
need I explain?"
Cathleen Craft
.

.

—

(

I

I

— Christine Faas

'We meandered through the wishy-washy
mode of taking liberal arts too liberally by
majoring in everything under the sun before
finally

selecting one!"

— Rick Conger

a Pre-med major; they
out in the first semester. Now
I'm a Theatre major (after a brief period in
Psychology
must have been crazy!)"
Kim Averett
"I

started out as

weeded me

—

I

—

always feel like a Freshman when I get
carded at 7- 1 1.

"I

actually called Beans the Rose

Hall.
had just transferred in
and my sophomore roommate just
laughed at me."

Skillman

I

— Kim Colauitt

"/

lived in Elizabeth

my Freshman

Freshman guys

"I felt

most

like

there.

— Bonnie Bickum

a Freshman when

almost failed out of Biology

—

"/

— Doug Deem

"I've

become more

academics."

KIMBERLY AVERETT
Theatre Arts

serious

"After graduation

abroad
to

about

year,

and right after orientation week, all
the girls on my hall were awakened in
the middle of the night and dragged
over to Ward for a serenade by the

for

I

Relations.

CATHERINE BARRY
International Relations

Tori Bonelli

plan to travel
then either

a year and

Law School or into

— Robert Beall

I

I."

go

Public

— Marlynn Cone

JOSEPH J. BELLINI
Economics

"

"

Weekend my Freshman year,
my roommate and her parents,

"During Parent's

my

parents,

was over an
hour wait at the restaurant, so we all had a few
drinks in the lounge. By the time we were
seated, the "funny dad contest" was well
underway. Our dads tried to out -joke each
other.
was hiliarious, we all had a great time
and don't even remember who won!"
and

I

went out to

all

dinner. There

It

—

I

— Sydney Brumbelow

7 felt most like a Freshman when was
I

sitting in

my politics class in the new Cornell building and
my chair rolled off the second tier of the
classroom.

— Christine Faas

"The thing that will always remain firm in my
mind is how Rollins students, after proving so
apathetic about everything else, staged an
outright riot over the decision to paint the old
Student Center blue!"

— Rick Conger

broadened myself culturally,
academically, and socially over the last

7

think I've

years.

Rod Armstrong gets
v_,rlando Hall.

a

in

Photo by

little

H.

last

minute studying

"I felt

"My best memory of Rollins
College

is

Phi

— Doug Deem

in

Hughes

Mu sorority!!"

— Rachel Adler

most

like

a Freshman when got
I

in one week for having my car on
campus freshman year."

— Robert

"My best memory of Rollins has

"I felt like

up

for

to

Beall

be Fox

— Michael Darby

"My best memory is the

— Bonnie Bickum

four

tickets

Day!"

Summit!"

four

a Freshman when

convocation."

.JUAN BENITO-DELGADO

BONNIE BICKUM

SUSAN BLOCH

Biology

Biology

Psychology

I

actually

showed

— Marlynn Cone

TORI BONELLI
Psychology

Seniors

1

79

BRIAN D.
Latin

BOONE

CAROLYN BOTELLO

BERNHARD BRIJBAG

Psychology

Biology

American Studies

SARA CARPENTER

EDDIE

KIM COLQUITT
English
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Seniors

CASINGAL

Economics

International Relations

CRAIG COMFORT
Latin

American Studies

CHERI L. CLAPSADDLE
Math / Computer Science

MARLYNN CONE
English

SYDNEY

L.

BRUMBELOW

Biology

ELIZABETH M.

CLECKNER

Art History

RICHARD

S.

CONGER

III

International Relations

CONRAD

CONTANT

HEATHER M. CONNER
Political Science

Chemistry /Biology

Economics

Psychology

EVA ANN DAVIS

KIRSTEN A. DELLINGER

KENDALL ANN DEMATTEO

Psychology

Psychology

Sociology

LISA DEMERI
Creative Art

KIRK

BRENDAN

J.

KAREN COOPER-BZURA

J)
BECKETT DENT

LOUISE DIETZEN

Art History

English

DANI

DOANE

International Relations

TYLER

DOGGETT

Windsurfing

Seniors
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ROBIN

DOLAN

English

BARBARA

L. DOOLITTLE
Psychology

DAEGEN DUVALL

LISA

DYER

International Relations

International Relations

KIM ERWIN
Economics

RICHARD EUSTIS
Economics

i

GREG

ECKSTEIN

Economics

CINDY ERHARDT
English

Senior
Spotlight:

[

I

Kenneth Russell
Averett
on the edge because you'll
fall off anyway," is how
Kenny describes his outlook on life,
and is an excellent example of his
Live

eventually

has helped
make him such a success in the
theatre. Before attending Rollins,
Kenny had never studied drama but
got his first taste of the stage in the
Rollins production of "Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor

colorful personality that

sings at the dedication of the new Cornell
David Roofthooft. Photo by W. Carney

Kenny
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Seniors

Building. Also pictured:

Dreamcoat." From that moment on
Kenny was destined for greatness.
Keny is originally from Hamilton Parish,
Bermuda, but moved to Boston,

CHRISTINE

PETER FAZIO

ROBERT FEHER

Computer Science

English

FAAS

Politics

JERI

FERREE

Economics

"7

KATHRYN

KEITH FINNEY
Theatre Arts

FIELDS

International Relations

RITA

LAURA FRAISERO

FLANIGAN

Economics

Sociology

Massachusetts as a child. He will be returning to
the Northeast part of the United States when
he enrolls at the Juilliard School for graduate
work in the Fall. Amazingly, Kenny felt insecure
about pursuing his theatre major at first and so
investigated psychology, philosophy, and
management studies before finally settling on
the theatre.
By attending Rollins, Kenny has been able to
remain true to his outgoing nature and loves
"the 'country club' atmosphere." Kenny cites
Fox Day of his junior year when he went to
Daytona as his most enjoyable time at Rollins.

Elizabeth Smith

and Jamie Wanderman check out the

latest issue of the

Center. Photo by

Sandspur
J.

in

front of the old

Student

Sloan

As a Big Brother for Phi Mu Sorority, he
encountered his most embarrassing moment
by "letting it all hang out" at the Phi Mu house.
Kenny has performed in eleven plays at
Rollins and around the Orlando area, including
"The Boyfriend," "Three Penny Opera," and

Kenny feels that he's learned much
since coming to Rollins about his craft, including
singing and dancing. In fact, he says his
"Tartuffe."

favorite pastime

know Kenny

will

is

go

to sing
far

in

the shower.
wish him

and we

We
luck.

Seniors
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Cedric Gaskin and Cesar Crespo in action at a Student
Government Association meeting. Photo by: W. Carney

most like a Freshman
when went to class on the
wrong day of the week!"
Carmen Gonzalez
"I felt

I

—

x

I'm not
really that

bad

—

/

//

swear.
Cedric
Gaskin
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Seniors

"I

am

at

drinking

a

Fraternity party,

warm domestic beer

and dancing in 150 degree
heat, and trying to
communicate with people on a
very superficial level. It's fun
sometimes, but always feel
I

childish."

— Deanna Furness

MICHAEL GARUCKIS

CEDRIC GASKIN

Politics/Theatre

English

AMY GORDON
English

MICHAEL GULI
Political

Science

JOHN

GIGLIOTTI
Creative Art

DOUG HAMMETT
Environmental Studies

CARMEN GONZALEZ
Psychology

HEATHER HANDRIGAN
Economics

4
CHRISTY HAUSER
Science

Political

SUSAN

C. HEIDACHER
English

STEVE HEINZ
Politics

CHRISTIAN P. HESSE
Sociology

7
WOODROW

W. HICKS
Sociology

JOHN

DIEBERT

Environmental Studies

WARREN

HINRICHS

Aerostudy

DANA HOFFMAN
Psychology

Seniors
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Seniors

"

"Rollins has exposed me to a variety of
people, personalities, and experiences.
always remember all the great times with
I'll

friends."

"/ felt

most

like

—

Krissy

my

Mayfield

a

Freshman when cut
I

classes

all

day

unintentionally.

Someone
EMILY J. JANEC
Sociology

set

my alarm

1 hour ahead. I kept
going to classes,
thinking they were all
cancelled. It never
occurred to me that my

clock

"One

of

my

best memories

will

be

— Emily Janec

"My best memory of Rollins will always be the trips to
the Keys with my Biology classes and all our adventure
trips

with

ROC and

Biology Interest Group."

— Laurel Masin

& watch were

wrong.

— Jane Isaacs

"The sheer beauty and

tranquility of

the campus, the

between students and
Avenue shops and restaurants

close- knit relationships
professors, Park

going to miss

it

— I'm

all!!"

— Jose Infante

"My best memory will be my trip to Mexico with my
and Dr. Pequeno."
Jamie McLennan

fellow students

JOHNSON

HEIDI N.

sunrise at

Daytona."

—

Elementary Education

"The closeness between the crew team and
fun

we've had at regattas and

my

best

"I'll

memory

Spring Break

of Rollins."

all

will

the

be

— Marija Mauk

never forget when the golf team was invited
to Jupiter Island to stay at a beach house and

down

play Seminole."

Paul
JENNIFER

JOHNSON

Religious Studies

JENNIFER C. JONES

Wollmann and John
Photo by

front of X-club.

— Scott Lamoreaux

Fennell discuss
J.

astronomy

in

Sloan

Education

If

JOHN

S.

JOPLIN

English

MARGARET JOSEPH
Psychology

Seniors
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KEVIN KAPUSTA
Science

MARNIE KALIL
Music/Economics

"My best memory
being involved
of Alpha Tau

here."

11

My

in

of

Rollins

the founding

Omega

fraternity

memory has

to

be

my

— Doyne Calvert

"Acting as Co-president of the
American Student
Association is my best

Latin

memory."

"I

now know

Saga

188

all

the friends

— Peter Fazio

not to ever

or Marriott."

Seniors

Rollins

deep
with

was

my

hire

— Ron Falconer

it's

ex-Dean

legitimate

— Renee Porter

"Post graduation plans? Well, other
than going to graduate school in
English,

friendship

I

don't

no pressure!"

have any. No

—

Julie

plans,

Sloan

most like a Freshman when, in
freshman year, campus security
caught me with that Heidi girl over
by McKean by the bush."
"I felt

— Maria Padin Bari Watkins.

never forget
I've made!!"
"I'll

excuse and
dammit!"

memory at

hall."

Rollins

— I've always got an

student

"My best
all

a

"That's the trademark of

— Robert Feher

best

KURT KOEHLER
Education

Sociology

is

the late-night talks with friends

on

PAUL G. KEELEY

Political

— Michael

Scotchie

my

— Daegen Duvall

"My best memory of Rollins is the
Centennial photo that appeared
on 'Good Morning America'."
Mike Truax

—

Seniors
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KRISTIN

DON

MAPCIN

L.

MARIJA K. MAUK
Math / Computer Science

MARTIN

Art/Business

SCOTT MASELLI
Math

SALLY MAUTNER
Elementary Education

Foreign Languages

Sociology/Business

R.

JAMIE

LAUREL MASIN
Biology

MONICA YVETTE MCNEIL

MCLENNAN

Biology

Senior
Spotlight:
Kirsten Anne
Dellinger
"The thing

I

like

says Kirsten, 22,

most about

"is

that

I

Rollins,"

feel

comfortable here. The smallness is
nice because can get to know my
I

professors outside of class.

My

sister

is

a sophomore at Wake Forest and she
says it's impossible to do that there."
Kirsten was born in Raleigh, North
Carolina but her family moved a lot.
spent a summer in Canada through a study program.
She met some "great people," and here she is shown with

Kirsten

them

while hitchhiking

around Canada during a Preak. Photo

courtesy of Kirsten Dellinger.
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They

now

Florida,

reside

in

but plan to

Ormond Beach,

move back

Raleigh soon. Kirsten chose

to

Rollins for

the practical reason that she got

a

KELLY MCCAFFREY
Sociology

KRISSY MAYFIELD

Psychology

DARA LYNN MCQUEEN

ANGELA MELTON

Psychology

Art History

1
MATTHEW

ANDREW MENYHART

R.

MEYER

JANET MILLER
Foreign Languages

Economics

Economics

SARAH

MILLER

Art

basketball scholarship here; besides being captain

Lady Tars, Kirsten was also involved in the Oteam which she says was "a lot of fun," and her
classes are a big priority: "I really enjoy learning."
of the

has enabled her to attempt things
she wouldn't normally do; her leadership positions
forced her to overcome her shyness. "I really do
consider myself shy and it's been good for me to be
involved in things here and force myself to open
up." When asked other ways she feels she's
changed since being at Rollins, she replied, "Well,
know never want to live in a dorm again! Seriously,
it's hard to put your finger on how people change

She says

Rollins

I

I

here;

I

mean, we've

all

grown

up, right?"

graduation aren't
concrete as of yet; she's thinking of going in to the
Peace Corps. She also wants to teach in a small
4X
private shcool.
need a job that's peopleoriented; I'm just not a corporate-America type
Kirsten's plans for after

I

Sylvia leans a weary head on Mark McKinney's
shoulder during a long intramural soccer match at the
Spur. Photo by C. Craft
Kris

person."

When asked how

she balances all her activities,
up her R-Times and smiles. "I have to
make a list or never get anything done." Then her
eyes twinkle, "And don't get my laundry done!"
Kirsten holds

I

I

Seniors
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JENNIFER

SAMIA MIRZA

MOORE

Psychology

BETH

NEEDHAM

Political

MILES NEIMAN
American Studies

Science

most

a Freshman when took
a taxi cab to the Altamonte Mall and
also when had to carry around a map
with me on the first day of classes."
Stephanie Powers
"I felt

like

EVA MORAL

JULIA

I.

MORSE

Biology

English

MARGARET NELSON

STEPHANIE M. NELSON
Sociology

Theatre Arts

I

I

—

"My best memory of Rollins College will
probably be of the moment after the
Summit, when we congregated to let
balloons

192

Seniors

go

in silence."

—

Julie

Morse

"

memory of Rollins College is
when Beans had three things liked in the
same day.
George Andrew Piatt
1

'My best

I

—

BETH PLOTKIN
Psychology

RENEE R. PORTER
Sociology

STEPHANIE POWERS
Psychology
I.

LISSA D.

PYFROM

Creative Art

Seniors
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MAUREEN REDFEARN
Spanish

LISA

ROLLS

English

MICHAEL RUDENMARK
Economics

TERESA SCAR

Math
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"

"

7

"

most

felt

went

for

""

like

my

a freshman when

Ave. and couldn't

back

to

I

down Park
find my way

walk

first

campus.

— Carrie Saia
"I felt most like a freshman when
was at the KA freshman girls'
cocktail party and fell for all the

I

bull.

— Karen Rutledge
"I

most like a freshman when
went to the pool (now

felt

actually

JEFFREY C. SCARLATA
Environmental Studies

I

I

won't leave the courtyard at

NCM!)
f

— Kristen Schilo

*
"In

the four years I've

learned that

been here

I

you leave your door
open the only thing people steal is
if

your beer.

Dave Rotenberg and

Chris

— John Sanfacon

Hoffman

hang out at the pool between
"I've

classes.

Photo by:

J.

Sloan

become more

environmentally concerned over
the last four years.

— Shampa Saha
KRISTEN SCHILO
English

hard at not having any definite post-graduation plans.
At the moment, I'm trying to decide between getting the money
"I'm working

together to travel Africa
my life playing guitar.

and moving

to Philadelphia to

Jamie McLennan checks her campus mailbox
Photo by: H. Hughes

—
for real mail

fritter

Dirk

away

Schwenk

no more

flyers!!!

CATHERINE SCHUMAN
Psychology

J.

DIRK SCHWENK
Philosophy

Seniors
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A

Picking
When we were

government, or trace family

all

Sophomores, we had to buckle
down and pick a major, a
decision that has at the very
least shaped our college
careers

if

not our

momentous
lot

lives.

others just

let

Wochna

in

the chips

where they may.

Such a

caused a
some;

decision

of consternation

Major

I

had to do over again I'd
a really interesting major,
it

pick

something different that could
use as a conversation piece at
a cocktail party. Something like
Middle Eastern languages or
I

Arctic Eskimo Myths

on

process:
"I think, at

this

and

no college in the
world offers these, so guess
I

I'm stuck with History."

major in the book. One week
my Freshman year, was a
Biology major, then Economics,

grad school.

Well, Vic, there's

I

I

Sociology,

Anthropology, and finally a
year later settled on History.
was told that your major does
not necessarily determine your
career
good thing because
there's not much you can do
I

I

—

with

a

History major.

teach, work for the
I

196
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Rituals.

Unfortunately

one time or
another, have been every

English,

I

can

If

Greek Carpet Design, or even

fall

Senior Vic

shares her thoughts

trees for the historical society.

always

It took me a
while to settle on
a career, but I

never changed
my mind about

my major. "

— Bonnie Bickum

MICHAEL SCOTCHIE
French

JULIE

SELIGSON

Biology

Vic

Wochna

life,

majors,

walks towards Beans from Ward, deep
J. Sloan

in

thought about

and roommates. Photo by

PETE SIEDEM

Economics

the four years I've been here I've
changed my career and interests too
times to even think about!!"
"In

many

— Deirdre

Eller

ANITA A. SIMPSON
Economics

Seniors
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Even with

his

busy

schedule, Chris
stops to chat with a
friend. Photos by: J.
Sloan

Senior Spotlight:
Jonathan Christopher Lich
"My brother came here around ten years ago, and really liked
when came to his graduation," says Chris, 22. "He liked here too,
and that gave me a good incentive to come here." Chris is from St.
Croix, the Virgin Islands, and plans to possibly go back there after
it

I

it

I

graduation.

concrete

He

yet.

also might stay

Maybe

I'll

in

he says his plans "aren't
Dead this summer," he grins.

Florida;

tour with the

at Rollins are diverse and include being active in
House, a leader on the Freshman Keys trip his Junior year,
being president of Phi Delta Theta, the O-team, and playing on the
Chris's activities
Sullivan

Rollins

soccer team.

Chris feels that Rollins

has

made

him "more relaxed and easygoing

— I'm not an uptight Freshman anymore." He sees that over the

last

community has become more aware of
alcohol abuse and date rape; he feels
that things are more strict now than they were four years ago. Chris
really likes the "smallness of Rollins
you can be close and personal
with each other here" and yet he sees a lack of enthusiasm on the
part of the student body as a whole: "There's always the students
who get involved in everything, but it seems that there are a lot of
people who choose not to get much out of college."

four years that the Rollins

certain social problems

like

—

"

—

"He taught a class on
Radio and TV; it was one of the most entertaining
and Dr. Kypraios because he's really
classes I've ever taken"
aware of "what college is all about." Chris, when asked if the rumors
were true that he and Tommy Tar are acquainted, smiles and says,
"Yes, it's true that Tommy and are good friends. He's gotten out a lot
more this year, not just to games but to parties too. He's really
coming out of his shell." If Chris could take one thing from Rollins with
him, it would be one of the golf carts that Campus Safety uses to get
around campus. He didn't want to mention any names in connection
with that. Summing up his Rollins experience, he says, "If had to do it
wouldn't change a thing."
all over again,
His

favorite professors here are Dr. Rogers

the History of

—

I

I

LORI G.

SORDYL

English

I

If I had to

do

it

all

over

again,

I

wouldn't
change a
OLIVER SPEHN
Economics

thing.

—

Chris
Lich '89

SCOTT SPIELBERGER
"I've

"My

progressed from

hair

grew."

settling for

the practical to pursuing the possiPle."

—

Lori

Economics

Sordyl

— Julie Sloan

How have you changed since
you came to Rollins?

Seniors
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MIRANDA STANFIELD
Math

DONNA

M. STRAM
French/Business

CYNTHIA STARSMEARE
Economics

LISA

MEL T. STOCKWELL
Computer Science

STEVENSON

Studio Art

SCOTT SULZER

KEITH

Psychology

SZACHACZ

Political

Liz

JAMES

Science

A.

TAGG.

JR.

Economics

McCloskey shows

prospective students
around the Rollins
campus. Photo by J.
Sloan

"After graduation plan to direct
pornographic movies out in
I

California."

a Freshman
to a party and
get asked, Are you a
freshman?' or Do you go
"I

best memory of Rollins College will be
walking down the aisle with my diploma in my

"My

hand."

200

Seniors

— Jim Tagg

feel

W hen

like

|

go

v

x

— Miranda Stanfield

to

this

SC hool?'

"

— Keith Szachacz

a Freshman
wandering
around campus on a
"I

feel

when

like

I'm

a
at a

Friday night looking for

party, or

when

I'm

fraternity party getting

beer poured

all

over me."

— Nina Turpin

Merv Davidson, Booker Pruitt, and Chris Lich discuss weekend plans
on the third floor balcony of Phi Delt. Photo by H. Hughes

"My best memory of Rollins College will be
becoming a member of ODK my Senior
year!"

— Lynn Threatte

1988-89 Student Government president Mike Guli

goes over some pre-meeting notes with Robert
Hartley. Photo by W. Carney

V)
KIM TAYRIEN

Psychology

LYNN THREATTE
Russian Studies

ALLISON TEGER
Anthropology /Sociology

JENNIFER

TILLIS

Elementary Education

EILEEN TOBIN
Political

Science

JEAN-MARIE TUCKER
Political Science

Seniors
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Tim Barney cruises
back to the

boathouse after sail
boarding on Lake
Virginia. Photo by J.
Sloan
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Seniors

MICHAEL

H.

TRUAX

Environmental Studies

TRACY TURNER
Spanish

NINA TURPIN
Psychology

"

the most embarrassing thing
that ever happened to me here
"I

think

was when dropped
I

consecutively

ANDREA VON

EITZEN
Foreign Languages

in

fifteen trays

Beans."

— Vicki Wochna

BETTINA WALKER
Elementary Education

"My best memory of
was when stole a

Rollins

I

Campus maintenance
vehicle and hit the flag
pole in the middle of
campus.
Andrew White

—

JAMIE A. WANDERMAN
Psychology

RICHARD E. WEDGE
Economics

We

asked some faculty

&

staff

members

parting thoughts on the Class of 1989.

(who

Dr.

for their

Roy

Starling

going on sabbatical next year) said, "I feel as
I'm graduating with them. The sooner we go, the
better." On a more serious note, Student
Government Secretary Ruth Jackson said:
"Every year when graduation comes, it's a happy
and a sad time. know
miss so many wonderful
people who are leaving. It's hard to say goodbye
because I've fallen in love with the Seniors, and
wonder who will ever replace them. Then each Fall,
in comes the Freshman class and
fall in love all
over again."
is

if

I

I'lll

I

I

KAREN G. WEINGOLD
Psychology

SUZIE

WEST

Spanish

Daegen
Duvall

and

Rick

Lehr are

two
the

of

many

people
who en
joyed a

day

with

out Beans
at Octoberfest.

Photo by

W. Carney

HEATHER WHEARY
Spanish

ANDREW

WHITE

English

Seniors
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JOHN WILLIAMS

NIQUITA WILLIAMS

Politics

English

VICTORIA

.Senior Spotlight:
Emily Jane Janec
Emily Janec,

21

says her plans for postcamp counselor,

WOLF

Economics

EDITORS NOTE: The opinions stated in the above
are intended solely for the purpose of
amusement and entertainment; they may or may not
reflect the views of everyone on the staff and should be
taken with this in mind.
article

Rollins

professional

DANIEL

*

are to

and that
doesn't pay plan to work in a flower shop and be
discovered by a phonetics professor." Emily is a native

"become a

WOCHNA

History

if

I

Floridian from St. Augustine, although she spent the
formative years of her childhood in Alaska, a fact that
the
her friends attribute her schizophrenic outlook to
much.
When
asked
temperature difference was just too
why she chose to attend Rollins, she says, "I don't know.
procrastinated on my application, guess." What she
enjoyed most about Rollins were her "daily visits to the
pool, Spiderman, being a vicious party animal, and
playing cards."
Emily is a Chi-Omega and spent the Fall term of her
Junior year in Dublin, Ireland. She says that "there,
people accepted you for yourself and not some facade

—

Opposite page: Emily chills out between songs at the
dedication of the new Cornell Social Sciences Building.
Also pictured: Marnie Kalil, Bill Harbaugh, Mark Ferrante,
and Michael Metcalf.

I

I

who you know." She also dislikes making microwave
popcorn in the dorms. She wouldn't elaborate, although
the editor has a sneaking suspicion about this
reluctance and a certain incident in which she came
back from a weekend away to find her microwave
or

mysteriously retarded.

Below: Emily organized

Ward,

Other activities of Emily's include Rollins Camerata,
being a Senior RA in Ward Hall, and keeping goldfish. We
asked her how she felt she'd changed since being at
Rollins, and Emily replied: "Well, in the last month I've
decided that beer doesn't taste so bad after all.
Seriously,

I

don't think I've

changed

all

that

much

— I'm

a natural blonde."
Emily is a Sociology major, and this gives her an
interesting perspective on Rollins' social life. "There's
something that's always bothered me
just what is a

still

—

anyway?" Her favorite professors are "all in Ireland.
Oh, and the Sociology Department, because they paid
Tar

me

to say

it."

there's one object that she could
take with her from Rollins, it would be the fireball
cannister in the bookstore
full, of course. Her best
memory of Rollins has to be the night she didn't sleep
with John Ford. We respectfully declined to inquire any
Emily says that

if

—

further.
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1

like this

lots

of activities for her floor

barbecue on the

in

fourth floor balcony.
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The

—

have undergone transformations this year
their
participation in the Summit showed that they cared about Rollins as much as
the students. Involvement in the Faculty Lecture series sponsored by NCM
was high, and faculty attendance at sporting events was visible. Rollins
faculty and staff have always had a reputation for caring, and this year they
faculty, too,

proved

it.

Coach Warren

Witherall and Rusty Weidle

boathouse. Photo by:

J.

come back

from another tough day at the

Sloan

«

7/LQwStjOMQttOUS
Faculty/Staff Divider
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Dr. Phil

Pastore stops outside Olin Library to chat with
Photo by J. Sloan

Dr. Karl Peters.

Contrary to popular belief, the faculty didn't spend all their time figuring out ways to torture
students with impossible paper topics or final exams. No, they too had outside interests.
Faculty were seen on the tennis courts, playing basketball in the Field House, attending Tars'
baseball games, even strolling down Park Ave. for a leisurely afternoon walk. Whatever the
activity, it was a sure bet that the faculty and staff knew how to enjoy the Florida lifestyle.
Now if we could only have talked them into having all classes at the pool
.

On

the steps of the

Olin Library,

Jean

Bloodworth, Charlotte
Wells,

and Lynne

enjoy a soda
break. Photo by J.
Sloan

Phillips

.

Egad, another chair stolen!!
it's just Dr. Alan Nordstrom

No,

relaxing

on

Mills

Lawn

during

the Fox Day barbecue. Photo
by J. Sloan
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Administration

211

212

Administration

Administration

213

214

Administration

Annie Hughes battles the

Special Olympics,

crowd during Drop/Add week.

Administration

215

216

Faculty

Education

Faculty

217

Another successful play

performance discussed at
the Cornell Cafe. Photo by
H. Hughes

218

Faculty

Faculty

219

Faculty

The
Sciences

"It

would be easier to

control nuclear fusion!"

Pat Polley makes a
stand at the Housing
review meeting.
Dr.

Heather Estes gets the

breakdown of
a soda from Dr. Perky

nutritional

Coleman's son

Chris at
the Honors Degree

barbecue. Photo by

J.

Sloan

"We think he was about this tall." Dr.
Ed Cohen describes the culprit who
stole his chair. Photo by J. Sloan

224

Faculty

Prof.

Jean West

the poetry
assignments were
very
creative.
thinks

.

English

.

.

Department

Faculty

225

Business Services

226

Staff

Staff
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Physical Plant:

Gar Vance, Minnie

Dessow, Cleola

Ellison.

Allan, Eliza

Brown, Alberta

Herman
Emmett Tompkins, James Way, He-

Irene Harrell, Frances Patterson,

Patterson, Katherine Small,
len Wheeler, Frederick

Wooden

Staff

229

Debbie Austin
Midge Black
Mildred

Blair

Bev Buckley
Barbara Carson
Philip

Chen

Faces
Croce

Paul

Lorraine Crouse

Jonathan

Erlich

Ruth Frazier

George Gascon
Linda Gentry
Julia

Hatton

Murray Herman
Charlotte

Johnson
Ellen Klein

David Kurtz

Jack Lane
Mike Lawrence

Mac MacDonald
Nancy

Marshall
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Faculty /Staff

Row

1: Pat Maticka John McCall, Suzanne McGovern, Linda McKnight, Roger Mercure. Row 2: Robert Moore, Imtiaz
Moosa, Marcia Niblack, Alan Nordstrom. Marilyn Oglo. Row 3: Twila Papay, Molly Perry, Kathleen Reich, Sandra Richmond,
Stephanie Schauber. Row 4: Shirley Sellers, Joan Straumanis, Mona Thomas, Kathryn Underdown, Deborah Walk. Row 5:
Judith Walter, G. Thomas Wells. Myra Wells, Sarah Wiegard, Scott Witherell.

Faculty/Staff
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Forget

—

Summit stuff
when do you think they'll serve
lunch?

The Honors Degree

barbecue gave
Ted Scheel a
chance to ask Dr.
Hoyt Edge some

deep

philosophical
guestions about
Marriott.

232

Faculty/Staff

this

John

and

Langfitt,

Shampa Saha,

Mautner listen
attentively to a speaker
Sally

in

the

Old Student Center.

Faculty/Staff
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Dean Denicola relaxes
during the Summit.
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Faculty/Staff

The Student Housing Rally
a captive audience.

holds

Faculty/Staff
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Faculty/Staff

Gone

fishin':

prepares

for

John Langfitt
another rough

weekend.

Faculty /Staff
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Faculty/Staff

Faculty/Staff
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sPoPTs
Spring

showed

itself

athletic organizations

national contenders

went

all

the

way

as more than

in golf,

World Series

fun,

And

— the

up!!

since 1954 after sweeping arch-rivals
regional competition.

a time to clean house

The Tars proved themselves to be
crew, tennis, and baseball. The Rollins sluggers

cleaned

to the

just

of College Baseball for the first time

Tampa and

Florida Southern at the

while the rest of us turned our thoughts to sun and

the athletes' dedication helped transform Rollins into something

more

than "the country club."

Beware sunbathers!! Drew Ross makes a pass near Dinky Dock. Photo by Tom
Haynes
*
*

7/LOl4Sf)OMQt(OHS
Spring Sports
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Row L to R:
Row L to

Rob

Ball, Fred Seymour, John Brocket, Marc Camille, David Ciambella
Mader, Bill Jacobs, Keith Jones, Doug Dvorak, Larry Pijanowski, Joe Bellini, Gary
Roberts, Mike Lynch Back Row L to R: David Flynn, Trey Coffie, Carmine Cappucio, Clay Bellinger, Chris Connelly, Matt
Meyer, William Gailey, Ward DeKlyn, Mike Cole, Kurt Koehler

Front

Middle

Jim Hahn,

R:

Dan

w
242

v
Spring Sports

Helmick, Darrell Card, Harry

Garrison, Chris

*

f

pi " pip

f

\j

You're outta there! Joe

prepares to make
the play. Photo Py A.
Bellini

Abril

Rob Helmick shows
agility

after

his

as he balances

a

pitch.

Photo by A.

Abril

Way
puts

to
his

fire

it!

Dave

Flynn

best efforts forth

against Barry. Photo by A.
Abril

I

Spring Sports
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3

On

Deck: Doug Dvorak

waits

his

turn to slug

another one out of the
ballpark. Photo by J.
Sloan

!

*5k

Come

to

Daddy!

Dave
Ciambella
fields

a

grounder
(Above). A
left,

Larry

Pijanowski

goes

for th

YoPop

sign

Photos by
Abril
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Spring Sports

i

Spring Sports
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%3
Well, candlesticks are

always a nice

by

A. Abril

gift!

Photo

Lance Howden cheers
the Tars on during
Baseball Week, while
behind him Kurt Koehler's
parents eagerly await
their son's turn at bat.

Photoby

J

J.

Sloan

and

shout! Clay
knocks the ball
out. Photo by A. Abril
Twist

Bellinger

J
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Ken Scott (coach), Steve EilL John Colantino, Justin Moore, Dave Spraker, Jay Courtney, Chuck Coffee, Doug Gradick,
Tony Lynch, Chris Rindle, Kirby Binder, Carlos Maenacho, Scott Janse, Mark Albury, Martha Cannon, Chris Allen, David
Flannigan, Todd Tindle. Photo by A. Abril
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Work that

Body!!!

Doug

Gradick, Jay Courtney,

and

Chris Allen

row

Stroke!

Coxswain Martha

together during a
Saturday early morning
practice. Photo by A.

Cannon commands

Abril

Abril

her

crew at the Mayor's Cup
Regatta. Photo by A.

The lake may be smooth
as glass, but Scott
Jansen, Chris Allen, and
David Flannigan strain to
give all of their power to
the crew. Photo by A.
Abril
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Let's Go!!

Dave

250
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Chip Tedeschi,

Flannigan,

and

Martha Cannon asks
Scott Jansen, Chris
Rendle, Kirby Binder,

Menacho

and

they
wouldn't mind rowing a
little bit faster! Photo by
Carlos

if
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Women's Crew

Spring Sports
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Get

Back!!

Jillian

Leckey

returns serve against

lit

4

that Florida Southern

team. Photo by A.

Front (L to R):

Coach,

254

Amanda

Milica Rakevic,

Spring Sports
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Tate, Jillian Leckey, Kathy Kraebel, Robin Dolan, Susan Sandford. Back
Lauren Shipley, Jennifer Miller, Nicole Shapard, Erin Higgins.

(L

to

R):

Bev Buckley, Head

Spring Sports
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Meep, Meep!! Jillian
Leckey does her
imitation of the

Roadrunner to get to this
ball. Photo by A. Abril

Spring Sports
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m

Men s

mm

Tennis
Powerful

Stuff!!

Rolf Bonnell

practices on the
new Bert Martin
tennis courts.

Photo by A.

Abril

Matt Rose, Steven Kalman. Middle (L to R): Head Coach Norm
Copeland, Bart Potter, Barry Pelts, Jim Dymkowski, Courtland Boyle, Michael Hernandez. Back (L to R): Assistant Coach Crai$
Uttley, Don Martin, David Boudreau, Floyd Fales, Rolf Bonnell, Andy Piatt, Dan Sallick, Rob Ober, Graham Kimpton.
Front (L to R): Alex Dank, Paul Lennicx, Scott Spielberger,
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Rolf Bonnell returns

a

serve that even Lendl

would have difficulty
Photo by A. Abril

with.

Spring Sports
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Waterskiing
Yee

Chad

Richard
through the
air during the slalom
competition. Photo by T.
ha!!

literally flies

Haynes

Front (L to R): Helena Kjellender,

Warren

262

Witherall,

Drew

Spring Sports

Brenda Nichols, Kim Laskoff, Jennifer Johnson, Stephanie Johnson. Back
Gay, Chad Richard, Mike Roddenmark, Rusty Weidel.

Ross, Russ

(L

to

R):

Coach

Spring Sports
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"Flip"

Wilson?? No,

Gay showing
abilities!!

it's

Russ

off his skiing

Photo by

T.

Haynes

meant to do that!
Chad Richard in for more
Is

I

than he bargained
what? Photo by T.

Haynes
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for,

or

Who's

pulling

Larsen
practices in

who?

Britt

backyard
Virginia.

Rollins'

— Lake

Photo by

T.

Haynes

Tricky, tricky.

Russ

Gay

gets

the rope

wrapped
around his leg,
or does he?
Photo by T.
Haynes

No

sweat!! Helena

Kjellender

shows us

how much more

skiing

talent she has

her

in

toe than most of
in our whole
bodies! Photo by T.
Haynes
little

us

have

V

v
Spring Sports
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Spring Sports

Mamie

Kalil

enjoys the joke
with Jacci

Wozniak
outside the
field

house. The

volleyball

team

didn't let

a tournament

keep them

Don
Dan

from catching

Martin shows
Sallick

pointers.

Hughes

some

a few

Photo by

H.

rays.

Photo by
Sloan
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J.

A

persoaaLexpressioa
Many

Dorm rooms were expresEven
though they may have

ley to tapestries,

sions of personality.

ation existed

the decor of
students' rooms in the resi-

adorned their rooms with the

looked the same at first,
they quickly took on an appearance of their own. From

dence

t.v.'s,

lofts

to bunkbeds, Laura Ash-

halls.

much

vari-

in

The rooms

illus-

trated an individual's preference in color and style
with a little help from Aaron

—

Rents!
latest

in

people

equipment; VCR's,
players, micro-

CD

waves, refrigerators and
blenders.

It

often looked

like

an appliance center. Some

displayed pictures from their
world travels while others
displayed posters of Bob
Marley, Jim Morrison or the
Grateful Dead. Each room
was an expression of individuality.

I
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The X-perience outside Clubbers
(Matt Harrigan, Brian Boone, Steve
Sands, John Amos, Dave Rotenberg, and Courtland Boyle) sitting

on the

on any day is a
Photo by H. Hughes.

front steps

common

sight.

Women and

love you Seeking a semiprivate spot to call her boyfriend
Hello,

Sam

I

Arteburn, Kellee Johnson uses

the phone inside the Student Center.

Photo by

H.

Hughes.

children first Not
wanting to eat at Beans and not
feeling like going out for dinner, Jen
Brown and Britt Larsen decide on
something to fix in the kitchen of
Pflug Hall. Photo by H. Hughes.

Dorm Rooms
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and^^^^uces

Pains

Trying to fit a seven or a
twelve month lease in to
nine months of classes was
only the first in a long line of
problems for the off-campus

student. Transportation to

and from school was needed whether it was a bicycle
or a car or shoe leather.
To some the aggravations
presented by living off campus were a small price to
pay for peace and quiet

made
really

to

meet people, but

away from everything

being

it doubly hard.
was
glad to get on second
I

semester when spaces
opened up."
After being in a dorm
room for two or three years,
some students just wanted a
little more space and privacy. Even though it meant
fighting traffic, long walks, or
ten minute bike rides, the

independence,
was

freedom that came with a
place of one's own was

one hassle after another.
transfer students were re-

worth the sacrifice.
The Off-campus Student

and

total

however, to others,

it

just
All

difficult

quired to

due to

live off

campus

lack of housing.

Erin Higgins,

transfer from
University,

believe

it

a sophomore
Florida

said,

"I

State

couldn't

when they

said

I

had to find a place to live.
Coming in as a transfer was
it

Look here Off-campus student Tina
an advertisement up on
the kiosk in front of Beans for a
roommate to share her apartment
with. Photo by H. Hughes.
Hurt puts
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Lounge on the corner of the
Memorial Center gave
the students a little resting
area to watch T.V., grab a
cold drink, take a nap, or
even do a little studying.
They could get to know othMills

er students during their free

time,

sometimes even man-

aging to work a car pool.
Whether to get away
from the hectic life of the
residence halls or to simply
have a place without school
restrictions, the benefits of
living off-campus for some
students were worth it.

Lounging around The Off-Campus Student Lounge located in the Mills
Center provided students without dorm rooms a place to crash inbetween
classes. Photo by H. Hughes.

IS*
Miles to go Unlocking his bike from
the rack in front of the Crummer

economics class,
on the ten
minute ride to his apartment in Winter Park. Photo by H. Hughes.
building after

Guy

his

Famiglietti starts

From Paris, U.S.A. With time to kill
before an appointment. Myriam
Capin does a little reading on the
front ledge of the Olin library. Photo
by H. Hughes.

Off-Campus Students
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Casino night clubbing Checking in
at the door, Andrew White and Annie Hughes show their I.D.'s to the
doorkeeper Steve Eckna and get
their hands marked with a red "X"
so that they can drink. Photo by H,
Hughes.

Not only do knock them out, pick
the round Getting ready for a night
I

I

out at Visage, Tori Bonelli does
some last minute primping on her
bangs. Photo by H. Hughes.

When
Fads came and fads went
but the night life was always
a unique and important part
of the times. The old neighborhood hot spots, Two
Flights, Crock Club, Decades, Harpers and PR's all
were flooded with Rollins students on the weeknights. In
fact, each night of the week
had its own specially designated bar and that was the
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"in" place to be. A strange
phenomenon was that kids

always went out in a group
to the "in" places for the
evening, however, it was always a mystery as to how
these bars were matched to
particular
nights.
Of

Wednesday and Thursday
nights, Rich

Tagg

said,

"Peo-

everywhere except
on campus doing homeple are

work."
For those who enjoyed a
more relaxed atmosphere
with mixed drinks, there

were places like the No
Name Bar and Grill and
Harpers. Alyson Austin said,

"No Name is a really nice
compromise between Two
Flights and PR's. People who
don't normally
gether,

do

come

here."

to-

Looking to dance the
night

away. Visage, J. J.
and Park Ave.

Whispers,

were

lots

days, CJ's

of fun.

On

Tues-

had the best beer

around with quarter draws. It
didn't matter where they
went as long as students
were together. Looking
around, there were the
same groups of people, just
different surroundings.

On

Can have this dance?

At X-Club's
annual Casino Night, Brian Nolan
leans on his buddy Dana Hoffman
after gambling away all their play
dough. Photo by H. Hughes
I

Twenty-one and holding Rick
Wedge sits down beside Jennifer
Miller at No Name Bar and Grill to
playfully give her

her

I.D.

Photo by

a hard time about
J.

Sloan.

the weekends, it seemed
most partying took place
right on campus, which was
great because it brought
everyone closer together as
a college community. Kim
Laskoff said, "The open parties on campus are great

because everyone

is

includ-

ed." There was something
for everyone.

Night Life
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Bump bump Bubba Scales returns a
from Mark Collina during a
warm-up before a game with Sig-

ball

Ep.

Photo by

H.

Hughes.

The slammer Spiking the ball past
two players from the opposing
team, Lance Howden helps lead
the Indies to the volleyball
Photo by H. Hughes.

finals.

^^^^^^^^^^

A crowd of guys sitting together on the metal bleachers scream and shake their
fists at a call made by the
referee. The stakes are not
high and they don't even
belong to either team on the
field. In fact, they are only
waiting for the game to end
so that they can warm up for
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their

own match.

This

was a regular scene at

only

matters worse,
there was any

hot on the court, but the
screaming was just as loud. It

involved. Dur-

was group pride that was on

a few games in var-

the line. Off the field, life
wasn't so intense. Getting

made

especially

if

the Sandspur Stadium, the
Enyart-Alumni Field house or

group

wherever an intramural
sporting event was being

ious sports

The spectators were
often heatedly involved in
the game from the stands.
Being a player on the team

heid.

rivalry

ing quite

between any

combination of teams, little
squabbles blew up into very
dirty playing on the field.
In

sports

like

tennis or vol-

leyball, things didn't

get so

called on
little

a foul just added a
and gave the re

spice

cipient

a

story to

tell.

The sun was barely break-

when

ing the horizon

Mendez
answer

rolled

out of

Francis

bed

to

phone.
"Hello ..."
his

"Francis!

and meet
lot

by

my

Get out
us

in

car,"

bed

of

the parking

Deanna

Fur-

Fox Day!"
Phones rang all over campus seconds after the bells in
Knowles Chapel. If students
decided to sleep through
the early morning festivities it
wasn't because they weren't notified. Ambitious ones
shuffled over to President
ness screams,

"It's

Seymour's office for baldoughnuts, coffee,
and official Fox Day certifiloons,

cates. After that,

some

still

in

pajamas headed back to
their rooms to regroup and
head to the beach on the
east coast. Some took the
day to catch up on sleep or

homework, but with

all

canceled and all the
excused for the day,

classes
staff

most did not study.
Later in the afternoon,
there was a barbeque on
the Mills lawn with a band
playing in front of Gale Hall.
Students and faculty alike
drank and played

sat, ate,

football or frisbee until the

went down and the fox
was put away for another

sun

year.
Back
back

in

1990 The fox gets wheeled

to President Seymour's office

with the help of

and

Brendan Contant

Rich Eustis after

a

successful

afternoon celebration. Photo by A.
Abril.
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Early birds Inspecting the fox.
and Amy Chinnery

Noelle Neilson

hold the balloons

and

certificates

they got from President Seymour's
office. Photo by H. Hughes.

Pledge duty Up and out of bed at
the sound of the bells, the Chi Psi
pledges gather around the fox on
Mills

lawn

for

photos and later, an
by H. Hughes.

early breakfast. Photo

illltltlt'l*

Top 100 Sharing a joke outside President Seymour's office, Julie Sloan,
Erin

Foley, Gigi Collimore, Hillary

Root, Barbara Povalski,

and

Emily

Janec get Fox Day certificates, but
weren't early enough for balloons,
Photo by H. Hughes.

Fox Day
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Historical

event of 1527 Before the

handed out,
and Mimi
Herrington clear their desks for an
8:00 A.M. exam with Dr. Lemon on

exam

questions are

Katherine Croydenberg

Italian art.

The next best thing to a hangover

Spaced
their

one seat apart, Aland Melissa Burnside take

at least

bert Perez

psychology final in the Bush
Photo by H. Hughes.

building.

Writing

on The Dead Filling up blue
and Kim Stein-

books, Lisa Huffman

berg carefully write essays for Dr.
Roy Starling's E204 class. Photo by H.
Hughes.

Watching

p's

and

ter Consultant

q's Writing

Annie

Hall

Cen-

looks over

a term paper and makes suggestions on improving
Photo by H.
it.

Hughes.
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Photo by

H.

Hughes.

eek
Bleary-eyed students shufout of the library at mid-

fling

night or later generally indi-

cated the worst days of the
semester
final exams.
The last days of the term,
when what seemed like ev.

.

.

ery assignment imaginable

came

due, forced students

to the library

in

droves. Fortu-

nate students were able to
concentrate in the privacy
and comfort of their dorm
room, studying through the
screaming, laughter, or
blasting music of the

hall.

appeared in
many forms for each stuStress relief

dent.

Care

packages

from home arrived in
the mail by the dozens while
the Alumni office and Stustraight

dent Government Association also delivered fresh
batches of study snacks
straight to the dorm room of
a weary student. Of course
there was always Harper's,
No Name's or any of the established spots on Park Avenue to soothe even the most
strung out of nerves. The officially sanctioned midnight

screams, where students
went outside or stuck their
heads out of windows and

hollered to the high

heavens

as a study break, went over
sufficiently loudly

before an

each

night

exam

day. Nothing was in shorter supply during final week or the few
days leading up to it than
good, old fashioned sleep.
Whether they pulled allnighters or prepared for

weeks in advance, sitting for
two hour mind-scrambling
exams wasn't at the top of
anyone's Christmas list, but
they came around twice a
year anyway.

wssmm tm

For final-sized

headaches Stop-

ping to talk to Tracy

Roller, Christine

Faas walks back to her dorm with a
bottle of Examprin sent to her by her
parents. Photo by H. Hughes.
Last minute rush Books spread
across the table

and

settled

in

for

the night, Brandon Eyerly starts
studying for a final two days away.
Photo by H. Hughes.
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Finals

Under a clear sunny sky in
the lovely Knowles Memorial
Chapel Garden, family,
friends, teammates and faculty gathered for a small

graduation ceremony

for

the senior class members of
the baseball team.
After winning the Sunshine
State Conference, the Tars
were on their way to Tuscaloosa, Alabama for the Division College World Series of
Baseball under Coach Boyd
Coffie. This meant, however,
I

that the seniors on the

team

would have to miss the regular

ties

commencement activion Sunday, May 28 in or-

der to go.

The ceremony was complete with mini-speeches
from everyone who would
normally speak on Sunday,
including Valedictorian

sten Dellinger. The

Kir-

crowd

cheered and applauded at
the close of the ceremony
with hugs and tears for all.

Senior section Listening to

Dr.

Hoyt

Edge, Kurt Koehler, Doug Flynn,
Mark Camille and Joe Bellini wait
patiently through the speeches.
Photo by J. Sloan.
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Congratulations Athletic Director
Gordie Howell congratulates Matt
Meyer immediately after the closing of the ceremony. Photo by J.
Sloan.

our years later Just before receivdiploma from President Seyrtour, Larry Pijnowski stands in front
:

I'll

)f

Dean Steve

Neilson

xara Carson. Photo

by

and
J.

keep it short Kirsten Dellinger dean abridged version of the

livers

~>g his

speech she would use at the regular
commencement on Sunday. Photo
by J. Sloan.

Dr. Bar-

Sloan.

dark and tassled Walking into
the Knowles Garden, Joe Bellini
leads the way to the ceremony and
waiting friends and relatives. Photo
by J. Sloan.
Tall,

Baseball Commercial
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of mine On the walk to the
Enyart- Alumni Fieldhouse, Jesse

Peace

Wolfe holds up a peace sign for a
graduate a few feet down the procession from him. Photo by J.
Chisdes.

Walk of Fame With the ceremony
starting at 2:00, students lined up in
alphabetical order in the Knowles
Chapel and then followed in line to

the fieldhouse. Photo by

J.

Chisdes.

Shake on it Up on stage, John Sanfacon receives his diploma from President
Seymour in the fieldhouse. Photo by J. Chisdes.
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Rollins College
The President

Campus Box 2711
Winter Park, FL 32789-4499
407/646-2120
FAX #407-646-2600

May 28, 1989

As the Class of 1989 graduates from Rollins, we pass into a new
era and a new century. You are the last link with our Centennial
Celebration on November 4, 1985. That was in your freshman year,
and no future class will remember the tintinnabulation of the
Knowles Chapel bell tolling one hundred times or the thunder
of the fireworks which exploded over Lake Virginia at one

second after midnight.

You have seen the transformation of Rollins College, and you
have yourselves been central to the process. The developments in
the campus and its facilities, the national recognition for the
guality and the reputation of the College, and the steady rise
both in our applications and our endowment -- all signify the
transformation of your alma mater from its young First Century
to its confident and mature Second Century.

Commencement is always bittersweet. All of us are very proud of
your achievements and grateful for your friendship. We join in
congratulations, but we are sad to see you leave.

When you entered four years ago, I said that "Rollins will be
Now the "rest of your
a part of you for the rest of your lives."
life" is about to begin, and I hope devoutly that you will stay
close to Rollins and be the steward of its future welfare.
I
look forward to seeing you back on the campus soon and often.

/cr

An

Bye-bye Sandspur Holding the

flag

equal opportunity / affirmative action

college.

in

Annie Russell Theatre, Lori
Sordyl waits to take a seat in the
Knowles Chapel. Photo by J. Chisdes.

front of the

Commencement
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1988Tomokan staff buried the accounting balance of
Allowances by the Administration were generously made
for a while, but towards the end Editor Julie Sloan and her staff took a few financial responsibilities on
themselves. A little extra money was pulled out of the community to support a desperate yearbook. A
The unexpected

arrival of a

$16,000.00

bill

the budget for the Transformations under the

from the
line.

armed with empty ad contract books went up and down Park Avenue soliciting ads from
In one unusual instance, an associated group of students actually
approached Sloan about possibly buying a full page black and white ad. Letters were sent out to parents
regarding little note spaces for their student or even a congratulations for their graduate, but the response
handful of staffers

businesses, friends and relatives.

was

nil.

Bit

by precious

however,

it

bit,

ad money came

wasn't enough or

in

time.

in,

funding

The

film,

difficulties

developing and printing costs and shipping charges,

faced near commencement, a broken laser

made staffers

$1 29.00 toner cartridge and $150.00 worth of shipping charges,
size of the ad section starting

in

September

of 1989.

"We want groups of kids,

five, ten,

twenty, whatever, to

get together and have a neat picture taken by a staff photographer for the ads section," said
"It

would be great

this or that

if

seniors dressed up

in

in

started

in

We

even want to take photos

at the

businesses who take out ads and put

them. There's a much bigger and better response to ads when

The search
advertisers

Mora Moran.

pledges, a bunch of freshmen or even two or three graduating

of

1920's style or whatever they want, went to an interesting location and had their

picture taken for the yearbook.

students

group

printer, a

resolve to at least double the

in

for a

business manager

for

the

Tomokan

handle

to

bills

it's done this way."
and contracts, soliciting new

school and the greater community, as well as keeping track of publishing contract costs, was

May

without success. "The Marines are looking for a few

good men.

We

only

need one," said

Tracy Roller.

The circumstances

was

in

of the previous

the works, but there

was

still

year

left

unpaid

the staff leaving school for the

bills left

that wouldn't

the following year. The ads section provided temporary

Tommy, the man, the legend Although not at every
event, Tommy Tar, also known as Chris Lich, perks

relief,

up the

summer

be taken care of
but not enough.

home crowd and

still in

until

irks the

the hole. A plan

things

were

in

order

opposing team

soccer game on the Sandspur. Photo by

at a

A. Abril.

Advertisements Divider
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1
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Polo mf Ralph Lauren
DANIEL

130

J.

PEREZ, Manager

NORTH PARK AVENUE

•

WINTER PARK,

FL. 32789

•

407-647-6999

Perfumery on Park,
WINTER PARK
1RRJEL

Perfumery on Park, «

348 Park Avenue South
Post Office Box J
Winter Park, Florida 32790

112 Tori Avenue South
'Winter Tori, Jbrida

No charge

32789

(305)647-4114

for our service

Telephone 645-4444

/

/r
216 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Florida

629-7270
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,

review of a certifiable year, the resident maniacs hereby leave the following to each other:
Emily, Emory, Janice, Prancer: a white guy who
can dance, a card game you can win against
Pete, more stwawbewy candy, looloolooloohoo
and a bottle of Tuscany. Cathleen: a room of your
own, an endless supply of Heineken,
a day without shopping, a credit
card at Caswell 8c Massey and a
weekend at school. Kim: a "friend"
that's not four states away, a date
with your "cute neighboor," a day
without buying make-up and permanent membership at the Gap.
Vic: a roommate you can get along
with, a guy who's not a scumbag,
unlimited credit at Drug Emporium, a
day without complaints and rosecolored beer goggles. Jamie: a steady boyfriend,
In

go

a frown, permission to
and a relationship counselor.
Teresa: a night out you can talk about, a place to
keep your keys, someone else to be designated
driver and a cute principal to date. Angie: thirtypermission to

formats,

waterski everyday

something, a date with you know who, a drink, a
night without a phone call from C and a day without shoulderpads. Cheri: a day without your shadow, "brains of a cantalope, "a night out you can

remember. Tracy R: an athletic department of her
own, an endless supply of vodka and a major you
don't have to study for. Lauren: a
minute without Scott, permission to

a week without feeling sick
nachos from Down Under. Alyson: a
Sig-Ep of your own, funds for a new
elevator in Ward and a double date

be

loud,

with your

new

talk to you. Kiki: a pizza man to
date, free storage for life. Julie: a hard man who's
good to find, Mr. Right Now, a minute without
yearbook, a key to the Captain Morgan's factory,
"I

said

love

what

life

last

night?"

— HT aloha!

and an uncomplicated

Cttatiw vA*ts and Cwfts

^Pfonte

Full Service Florist,

G.

KAREN

JOCHAM,
B.

JR.

JOCHAM

—

Unique

Gifts

Wire

Services

io%

Discount on Flower Order

Local Delivery

with Valid Rollins
331 Park

I.

D.

Avenue South 647-5127

Graphics

and
Framing
513 Park

Avenue South

Winter Park, Florida
(305)

629-9129

a

thumper sign you can do in public
and a green card for Ireland. Kristy:
a day without sunning, a raisin to
cuddle, an ex-roommate who'll still

STfouets

ROBERT

neighbor. Christy:

GAMES
PEOPLE
PLAY
2716 Forsyth Road
Winter Park, Florida 32792

^
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ONE SOURCE COMMUNICATIONS
TELEPHONE INTERCONNECT SYSTEMS

BABBITT DICTOGRAPH
-

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Ralph w. Babbitt,
Owner

4718 Edge water drive
Orlando. FL 32804
PHONE: 305-291-8815

Jr.

Congratulations Cathleen

PARK AVENUE
528 PARK AVENUE SOUTH

517 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Florida 32789

COMPACT

DISCS

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 32789
STEPHEN

&

DENISE ALLEN

—

Owners

(407) 629-5293

(407) 628-8659

HARTLEY GALLERY
202 Park Avenue South

TERESA

H.

DUDA

Winter Park, Florida 32789

JOSEPH

L.

(407)645-0234

CONNEEN,

JR.

Advertisers nts
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SUN

TRAVEL

Vacation/Leisure Travel Specialists
Group Tours
Custom Ski Packages
Vacation/Break Planning * Weekend Get-Aways
Individual and

Cruises

*

Saturday appointments available

Daffy rap:
looking or

339 Park Avenue South

Winter Park, FL 32789
(407) 740-5252

No!

You made bh rhe

somerhing ro be afraid of
rhe

men are men and

blue flash

and

I'll

lighr

So, oh!

my

of

Terrorize Daffy

and duck jr.

One more

Spurnik's
's

in

year ro go.

order,

ball

where

We can fix rhe

rising in bull rerrirory.

snapping fingers don'r run

in

Russian

— or do rhey? (No crabs here!) (scorpions eirher) I'm coming bock pockin —

reach ya ro knock a ring

off

az

or

20 paces pordner. Corch a

baby

mo and do some damage ro a family name.

we'll

check and see

Billy

—

You gor on ego
No! Are you
and sleeping on rhe rop bunk

life

always remember rhe house of rhe golden

rhe sheep ore scared

Consider yourself lucky rhar "Vhussup"

blood

Located on the corner of Lyman and Park Avenue
across from the Winter Park Police Station

Yo baby Yo baby Yo baby Yo!

me?

if

Ray, rhe romaro,

immorrals,

and

rhe
I-4,

pmup reraw works

(And

firsr!)

if

Special

menrion

Jenny, Kimberly, rhe Q-rip, Big Boy,

especially Judy's

1

&

2

for

making

life

ride ro

miamO ro see

we decide ro do mach
I

all

for Kip,

gods, demi-gods

inreresring. Slam,

Colophon

Borromeo
Catholic

School
Grades Pre-K Thru 8
Strong Academic

&

Sports Program

60 Acre Campus Which
Also Houses Bishop
Moore High School
and
Morning Star School
(Special Education)

4005 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804
(407) 293-7691

QB& — atek> erti iement3
!

&

jam, rhank-

you ma'am!

Saint
Charles

1,

Randy,

The 1989 Tomokan was printed on
glossy 80 pound Bordeaux paper stock.
The book has a custom embossed cover
designed by Julie Sloan with Bingham
Script type style, Cordova grain, and a
cover board of 160 point weight. The
custom endsheets were also designed
by Julie Sloan. The Tomokan has 304
pages, a trim size of 9x 12, 48 of which
are in color, and 1400 copies in print at
an estimated production cost of
$30,000. The book was printed in
Montgomery, Alabama by Herff Jones.
Special thanks to a great Herff Jones
representative, Doug Demaree.

Tomokan

Staff

1989
Editor-in-Chief

Julie Sloan

Opening Editor

Halyn Hughes

Campus

Halyn Hughes

Life Editor

Sports Editors

Kerry Beverly

Seniors Editor

Tracy Roller

Faculty/Staff Editors

Julie Sloan

Judi Chisdes

Photography Editors

Winston Carney

David Stein
Organizations Editor

Chip Tedeschi

Underclassmen Editor

Staff:

Deirdre O'Haire

Rebecca Peele
Advertisement Editor

Halyn Hughes

Closing Editor

Halyn Hughes

Cammy Chapman, Kim

McLennan, Mora Moran,
and Victoria Wochna.

Colquitt, Cathleen Craft, Emily Janec, Susan Khan, Jamie
Krisztina Mueller, Steffi Nelson, Teresa Scar, Miranda Stanfield

The 1989 Tomokan staff would like to thank Doug Demaree, Durinda Strock and Herff
Jones in Montgomery, Alabama, Ruth Weiss, Andres Abril, Campus Security, K. O. Cine,
Alvin Ross, everyone

who

loaned typewriters and

all

of our advertisers.

Send your friends a note! Congratulate a graduate!
Put a fun photo of your friends or organization in the
yearbook! Invest in your college memories
get an ad
and personalize your yearbook! For more information
contact the Tomokan at 646-2393.
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Things were changing

ittle

by

Weeks, months passed by
after

the Summit,

leaving

stu-

dents wondering what really

happened and whether "the
Summit in action was to be taken
seriously or just as a catch

phrase." Things were relatively

Little
Thirty-six recommendations
and suggestions were approved
by a committee comprised of
students, faculty and staff from
the Campus Life Summit Steering Committee. The enthusiasm
and excitement generated by

back to normal with only minor
rumblings of a long gone Summit.
No one really expected student
life to be miraculously transfig-

the realization of the potential

ured overnight but,

accomplished was a step

.

.

.

there

was a greater hope of more than
resulted.
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Closing

changes

fizzled

by the end of the

year when satisfaction wasn't
immediate, but what little was
right direction.

in

the

Mick, Keith and Bill Following an uncontrolable urge to sing, Mike Salmon,

Todd LaSota and John Koestner jump
on stage and jam with Derek and the
Slammers at Octoberfest at Alfond
Stadium, Photo by A. Abril.

007

1

/2

At an art

show on

Holt Ave-

nue in October, Cedric Gaskin
wanders around looking at the exhibits. Photo by A. Abril.

Queen of hearts On a sunny day
too nice to sit inside, Beth Blakely
and boyfriend, Mike Brewski, play
cards out on the patio behind the
Old Student Center.

Summit
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...3...2...1 Students and

/

A. Abril.

Jolly Roily Colly

irst
Sure there were parties. Finished

bands were worn

in re-

with class and studying, students

membrance

headed every which way

locaust. Led by groups such as
Greenhouse, they rallied over the

time, a

little

for a

good

music and comradery.

During the days, the pool deck was
splattered with oiled bodies skipping lunch and sometimes class to
brown in the vibrant sun, when most
areas were buried in the dead of

Blowing

off responsibility

was

al-

ways

a part of student life, however,
even as they grumbled for kegs on
campus, they did not neglect looking beyond the sheltered boundaries of college life. Learning, about
Shakespeare, the stock market,

dealing with roommates and red
tape, or whatever, was the principle
focus of the student.
Extending past Holt Avenue to
presidential campaign headquarters, students volunteered their time
for a cause they felt worthy. Picking

Closing

of

all

victims of the Ho-

environmental issues, rolling their
eyes and shaking their heads at the
miles of Alaskan shoreline destroyed by a negligent captain of an
oil

tanker.

The students

winter.
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s schoo
a day, arm

that

boasted

of their

school as being a four year vacation
at the world's most expensive tanning resort with a $64,000.00 cover

charge were more actively involved
in a better education than many
cared to admit. The attitude was

changing, a
there, as

little bit

here, a

little bit

each consecutive

fresh-

man class came in better than the
last. The social priorities would never disappear or take a back seat
completely, but it was a first a

school.

staff

gather behind the boathouse to
watch the early morning launch of
the space shuttle Discovery from
Cape Canaveral, Florida. Photo by

Jolly Roily
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One

last look After a few
hands of cards, Dana Hoffman and Brian Nolan play
around for laughs at X
Club's Casino Night. Photo
by H. Hughes.
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Closing Shot

Country Club

